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NOTES:      ôIRö stands for Imperial Reckoning and is adapted from the Klingon 
measure of 
            time.  IR 1 is said to equal the founding of the Klingon Empire by 
Kahless the 
            Unforgettable, although this is not really the case (as analysis 
shows).  This 
            is the dating system used in the KLINGON ACADEMY videogame and for 
the Klingon 
            dates referenced in this work.  Oddly enough, one year in Imperial 
Reckoning 
            approximates one year in Terran reckoning.  Imagine that!  ^_^  So, 
save for a 
            couple of odd spots (where the calendars finally get out of sync, I 
guess), all 
            you have to do to convert from Imperial Reckoning to Terran dating 
is to add 
            625 to I.R. dates. 
 
            ôGCö stands for Terran Gregorian Calendar year as commonly used by 
most human 
            cultures within the Federation. 
 
            "cXXXX" stands for "circa XXXX" (approximate date) 
 
            Reference materials take latest-printed precedence in the followng 
order: 
            on screen, canon, semi-canon (not canon but referenced on screen), 
licensed, 
            and fanon.  This timeline does not quote fanon sources unless the 
material in 
            question cannot be found in any "real" source.  In cases of 
conflict, though, 
            I tend to go with what to me seems to be the most consistent 
material in terms 
            of this work as a whole.  Fanon material is not considered in cases 
of conflict 
            due to its non-official status.  Licensed material always has weight 
over fanon, 
            as Paramount actually gave permission for its creation (even though, 
in the 
            strictest sense, it is not canon).  I for one don't give a flip 
about the whole 
            canon/fanon argument but there are those that DO; hence my approach.  
It also 
            seemed the best way to stay in synch with the various "official" 
(canon and 
            licensed) materials. 



 
            With this version I have also incorporated dates from Brad 
Torgerson's modified 
            FASA timeline and both of Taldren's modified Okuda timelines from 
the Starfleet 
            Command series of videogames.  I intend to incorporate dates from 
other gaming 
            and licensed sources as they become known to me.  I have, however, 
reserved the 
            liberty of adjusting the dates somewhat in order to fit with my 
Prime Two (First 
            History, modified Okuda) timeline I am creating for my MANDEL'S 
FIGHTING 
            STARSHIPS series of TREK tech works.  I have tried to note these 
adjustments 
            whenever possible; however, I may have missed more than a few. 
 
            In its time, FASA theorized that Klingons had shorter lifespans than 
humans. 
            This notion was thoroughly discredited by DS9's remarkable Klingon 
episode 
            "Blood Oath."  All FASA dates are therefore suspect and open to 
modification 
            as a result.  This also requires that major adjustments have to be 
made to 
            FASA's interpretation of Klingon history from time to time in order 
to conform 
            with canon and licensed materials.  I also had to discount FASA's 
notion of a 
            Four Years War with the Federation (c.2246-2250), as it is not 
supported by the 
            bulk of canon and licensed materials.  That didn't stop me for 
mining the idea 
            and the Four Years War RPG supplement for useful data, though .... 
 
            I leave it to fellow Klingon fans and future readers to suggest 
dates beyond the 
            original TOS/TAS/TMP scope of this work. 
 
            Source listings are arranged alphabetically by their abbreviation.  
This order 
            in no way determines precedence in terms of reference for this work 
save for 
            the groups in which they fall.  On screen sources have the greatest 
precedence, 
            fanon sources the least. 
 
            On screen sources:   DS9  STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE television 
series 
                                 ENT  ENTERPRISE television series 
                                 STx  STAR TREK feature films (from #2 up) 
                                 TAS  STAR TREK: THE ANIMATED SERIES television 
series 
                                 TOS  STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES television 
series 



                                 TMP  STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE feature film 
                                 TNG  STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION television 
series 
                                 VOY  STAR TREK: VOYAGER television series 
 
            Canon sources:       D9TM DEEP SPACE 9 TECHNICAL MANUAL (Drexler) 
                                 STC  STAR TREK CHRONOLOGY (Okuda), 2nd edition 
                                 STE  STAR TREK ENCYCLOPEDIA (Okuda), 3rd 
edition 
 
            Semi-canon sources:  FASA STAR TREK: The Role-Playing Game materials 
(FASA) 
                                 SFC  STAR TREK SPACE FLIGHT CHRONOLOGY (The 
Goldsteins) 
                                 SFTM STAR FLEET TECHNICAL MANUAL (Schnaubelt) 
 
            Licensed sources:    FR   The Final Reflection novel (Ford) 
                                 KA   KLINGON ACADEMY videogame (Activision) 
                                 KAH  KAHLESS novel (Pocket Books) 
                                 LUG  STAR TREK: THE ROLE-PLAYING GAME 
(Decipher/LUG) 
                                 SFB  STAR FLEET BATTLES RPG (Amarillo Design 
Bureau) 
                                 SFC  STARFLEET COMMAND series of videogames 
(Activision) 
 
            Fanon sources:       BT#  THE BEST OF TREK #1 & 2 (TREK magazine) 
                                 Dxn  James Dixon's Integrated STAR TREK 
Chronology v1.7 
              denoted with       FRS  FEDERATION REFERENCE SERIES (Sofia) 
              < > in text        FSC  FEDERATION SPACEFLIGHT CHRONOLOGY (myself) 
                                 GKF  GUIDE TO THE KLINGON FLEET (myself) 
                                 Jak  Various materials from Jackill's 
(Kristiansen) 
                                 MRM  STARFLEET MEDICAL REFERENCE MANUAL 
(Mandel/Palestine) 
                                 SFH  STAR FLEET HANDBOOK 
(Mandel/Drexler/Flannery) 
                                 STC  STAR TREK Concordance (Trimble), 2nd 
edition 
                                 STM  STAR TREK Maps (New Eye/fanon consortium) 
                                 Tor  Brad Torgerson's modifed FASA ST-RPG 
timeline 
 
              (Other sources as noted in text) 
 
            I am indebted to the pioneering efforts of Chuck Graham, Geoffery 
Mandel, Mike 
            Okuda, James Dixon, Alexander Rosenzweig, Brad Torgerson, K. Bradley 
Washburn, 
            Stan and Fred Goldstein, Win Scott Eckert, Liam Collins, Ian 
Dickson, Jeremy 
            Reynolds, Timo Saloniemi, and Geoffery Trowbridge for their own 
respective 



            STAR TREK timeline efforts.  I would also like to acknowledge the 
aid and 
            assistance of Aridas Sofia, Eric "Jackill" Kristiansen, Jan Hendrik 
"Kobi" 
            Kobarg, Aeriam Ferro, "Captain" Jason Boguess, Bernard Guignand, and 
the many 
            wonderful folks at the Trek BBS forums for their insights. 
 
            My thanks also to Memory Alpha for posting a canon-corrected 
timeline for the 
            events depicted in the John Ford novel THE FINAL REFLECTION. 
 
 
-------------------------------------- 
Events within the scope of my research 
-------------------------------------- 
 
IR    GC    Event (and reference) 
----- ----- --------------------------------------------------------------------
---------  
c-10million Humanoid life evolves on Kazh, the original Klingon homeworld. 
<BT#1> 
 
c-9375      Kortar, the first Klingon, destroys the gods who created him. 
     c10000 (DS9 "Homefront, VOY "Barge of the Dead") 
 
c-500,000   Oldest known Klingon artifacts date from this time.  Beginnings of 
primitive 
            Klingon civilizations. 
            (source uncertain, found while researching for FRS Klingon 
supplement) 
 
-3375 -2750 Kohl becomes the Klingon god-patron of medicine. <MRM> 
 
-2250 -1625 Beginnings of the earliest Klingon languages.  The House of Martok 
also 
            claims to have been founded during this era, thus "solidifying" its 
claim as 
            the eldest of all Klingon houses. <Dxn> 
 
c-1426c-800 The earliest recognizable Klingon culture begins. (FASA modified) 
 
            Earliest written Klingon historical accounts speak of tribes at 
constant war 
            with each other. (TOS novel SPOCK MUST DIE, adjusted) <BT#1> 
 
1     625   Year One of the Empire.  Klingon legend claims that Kahless the 
Unforgettable 
            founded the Empire in this year, although the date is off by at 
least eight 
            centuries. (KA) 
            [NOTE:  Given the Klingon talent for exaggeration, I'm guessing that 
the date 
            was pushed back for political purposes.  The House of Martok claims 
to have 



            been founded over two millennia prior to the rise of Kahless, so 
it's possible 
            that the legend of Kahless received a similar ... ummm ... 
"adjustment?"  We 
            know the Sacred Texts were distorted over time, so likewise the date 
of 
            the ascension of Kahless was no doubt distorted as well.] 
 
c135  c760  JaDuch, founder of the House of Kling, is born. <BT#1> 
            [NOTE:  I'm taking a bit of liberty in combining the BT#1 and 
Franchise legends 
            of Klingon history here.  However, I do have at least one on screen 
TNG 
            source to back me up -- the infamous TNG "houses of Kling" 
reference.  It is 
            possible that "Kling" in Klingonaase and "JaDuch" in tHlngan hol are 
actually 
            different names for the same being.  The stories certainly have 
remarkable 
            parallels ....] 
 
c155  c780  About this time and despite his youth JaDuch becomes the chieftain 
of his 
            tribe.  He immediately embarks on a campaign of both conquest and 
diplomacy 
            in an effort to unite the other tribes of Kazh into one people.  It 
is in 
            honor of this effort from which the Klingons get their name (Kl. 
"children 
            of Kling.") <BT#1> 
 
c162  c787  A captured weapons runner from a rival nation gives Kling the 
secrets of 
            atomic warfare in exchange for his life.  With this newfound power 
JaDuch's 
            armies swiftly conquer the planet. <BT#1> 
 
            The Senate Hall, oldest building on the planet Kazh, is built. 
            (TOS novel SPOCK MUST DIE) 
            [NOTE:  R. Bradley Washburn proposes the reasonable theory that the 
Senate Hall 
            was built by JaDuch's followers in honor of planetary unification.] 
 
c195  c820  As an aged JaDuch fears all of his work will collapse after his 
death, one day 
            a falling star crashes into the ground.  Upon examination it turns 
out to be 
            an alien spacecraft.  The Klingons learn the basics of space flight 
by 
            reverse-engineering the wreckage.  They now have a new frontier ... 
and new 
            enemies ... to conquer. <BT#1> 
 
205   830   Beginning of the Age of Heroes on Qo'nos.  Kahless of House Riskadh 
founds 



            the Klingon Empire that we know today.  The various tribes of 
Q'o'nos are 
            united under the rule of Kahless during this time. 
            (KAH, FASA) 
            (TNG "Reunion," "Birthright," "Rightful Heir") 
            (DS9 "The Sword of Kahless) 
 
            Kahless the Unforgettable and the Lady Lukara hold their ground 
against 500 
            armed warriors storming the Great Hall.  It is the beginning of the 
legend of 
            Kahless. (KAH) 
            [NOTE:  The Great Hall is probably the same as BT#1's Senate Hall, 
assuming 
            also that Kazh and Qo'nos are the same planet under different names 
in different 
            Klingon languages.  See the entry for the birth of JaDuch, IR 135.] 
 
220   845   Kahless departs for Sto-vo-Kor.  A monastery is established on the 
planet 
            Boreth, to which Kahless claims he will return one day. (TNG 249) 
 
            Kahless first battles and then befriends the demon K't'hangan in the 
afterlife. 
            K't'hangan is denied entry into Sto-Vo-Kor due to his nature.  In 
payment for 
            his bond of friendship to Kahless he will move the dreams and 
visions of the 
            Klingons, encouraging them (in the form of Kahless) to continue the 
dream of 
            following "the Klingon way."  Another, later name for K't'hangan is 
K't'inga. 
            <GKF> 
 
            The Sacred Texts of Qo'nos are written, preserving the legend of 
Kahless and 
            his time.  These will become considerably distorted and embroidered 
over the 
            passing of millennia. (TNG #249, KAH) 
            [NOTE:  The legend of K't'hangan (K't'inga) is one such distortion.] 
 
245   870   End of the Age of Heroes on Qo'nos. (KAH) 
 
305   920   The Klingons make their first breakthroughs in FTL technology. <BT#1 
adapted> 
 
307   922   The Klingons build their first working warp engine. <Dxn> 
 
357   972   The Klingon homeword is swiftly conquered by the Karsid Empire, 
whose 
            spacesuited and helmeted soldiers the Klingons call the Hur'q 
(Outsiders). 
            Klingons are slaughtered by the score while trying to resist and the 
Sword 



            of Kahless is stolen.  They loot the planet before leaving as 
abruptly as 
            they came.  Klingon civiliation has to start all over again. (SFB, 
DS9 481) 
            [NOTE:  I am again taking liberties in reversioning selected 
material from 
            the TOS novel ISHMAEL.  That novel is now generally discounted as 
apocryphal. 
            The name "Karsid" and selected information about the Hur'q were 
retconned 
            from ISHMAEL.  The story of the "Old Kings" is retconned from STAR 
FLEET 
            BATTLES.] 
 
            The legendary Two Thousand of the Katai, the last "true disciples of 
Kahless," 
            wait out the Hur'q invasion in an arctic fortress.  They will emerge 
after 
            the Hur'q leave to help rebuild the planet, becoming some of the 
greatest 
            Klingons of their era. (DS9 novel #30) 
 
            One of the unfortunate outcomes of the Hur'q invasion is the 
splintering of 
            the once-unified Klingon people.  They revert back to a patchwork of 
scattered 
            tribes, which in time will grow into new nation-states.  It will 
take centuries 
            for the dream of Kahless - one planet, one Klingon people - to be 
again 
            realized in fact. (FASA implied) 
 
c360  c980  The Klingons begin rediscovering the secrets of space flight 
technology from 
            a wrecked Hur'q craft left behind on their homeworld. 
            <BT #1> 
 
            It is around this time that the Fortress Doctrine is born as part of 
Klingon 
            strategic thinking.  In simplest terms one can compare the future 
Klingon 
            Empire to an onion, with multiple layered defenses, each stronger 
than the 
            first, from its outermost borders all the way to Q'o'nos itself.  
While this 
            will almost guarantee a repeat of the Hur'q invasion by other 
interstellar 
            powers, it will leave the future Empire vulnerable to natural 
disasters from 
            within -- such as the famines of the late 2260s and the Praxis Event 
of 2293. 
            <GKF> (implied by ST6, TNG "Rightful Heir," TOS novel "Pawns and 
Symbols") 
 



c635  c1260 The Klingons begin serious experiments with fusion reactors during 
this era. 
            (TOS novel #78) 
 
639   1264  The Klingons colonize the planet Radu (TOS novel #27) 
 
c745  c1370 It is around this time that the tale of the Hur'q invasion is hidden 
behind 
            the lore of the Klingons slaying their gods "because they had no 
more need 
            for them."  Kortar is named in the myth as the Klingon responsible 
for this 
            and is condemed to command the barge ferrying the dead to Sto-vo-
Kor.  Only 
            Kar-Tela, the goddess of destiny, escapes, "because no one can 
defeat destiny." 
            (DSN 483, VOY 223) 
            [NOTE:  One can only assume that Kortar and Kar-Tela were two of the 
heroes 
            of what resistance the Klingons managed to rally against the Hur'q.  
They 
            might have even been two of the Katai, but this is a wild guess on 
my part.] 
 
c745  c1370 The last known member of the House of Riskadh (descendant of 
Kahless) takes 
            the throne.  The line of House Riskadh ends with his death ... and 
apparently, 
            the title as well.  The First Line of Emperors ends as the Empire 
breaks 
            apart, fragmenting into various nation-states. (KA, FASA modified) 
            [NOTE:  DS9 "Kahless" makes it clear that the only thing left of 
Kahless or 
            his House by the late 24th century was genetic material taken from 
his 
            betleH.] 
 
c1000 c1625 It is around this time that the two major nation-states of Qo'nos 
become 
            embroiled in open war.  These will be known as the Wars of First 
Expansion 
            in the Sacred Texts.  This war will last for almost two decades 
before the 
            Northern Empire (Kl. komerex Nevre) conquers and swallows up the 
Crescent 
            Islanders (Kl. falgav a'kana).  The goal of the Northen Empire is to 
reunite 
            the planet under a common one-world government. (FASA modified, DS9 
novel #25) 
 
c1045 c1660 Having completed its conquest of the Crescent Islanders, the 
Northern Empire 
            begins a campaign against the land-based People's Empire (Kl. 
komerex Klingon) 
            that will last for centuries. (FASA modified) 



 
c1375 c1800 The Klingons develop the graf stevi (S-G series) series of FTL 
engines for their 
            spacecraft. <LOR> (cf TAS "The Time Trap") 
 
1431  1856  Emperor Retclaw of the Northern Empire ushers in the Second Dynasty 
            (FASA, DS9 implied) 
 
1461  1886  General K'Trelan assasinates Emperor Retclaw.  His followers 
subsequently 
            murder Retclaw's entire retinue, along with all members of the 
Imperial family 
            present on the palace grounds, and declare a Republic.  Beginning of 
the 
            period of time commonly referenced by modern Klingons as the Dark 
Age. 
            (DS9) 
 
c1375 c1900 The Northern Empire attacks the other Klingon nations with its 
advanced 
            nuclear weapons, razing their cities to the ground.  General 
K'trelan succeeds 
            in once again uniting the Klingons as a people, albeit under force 
of arms. 
            (FASA, DS9 implied) 
 
            The planet Kibek, the only other habitable planet in the Klingonki 
star system, 
            is terraformed by the Klingons.  This marks their first real move 
into space, 
            paving the way for the future interstellar Klingon Empire. (FASA 
modified) 
 
1476  1901  General K'trelan is assasinated by Kessec, who seizes power in the 
name of 
            the old Imperial government.  The Republic is overthrown and the 
Empire is 
            restored.  Kessec founds the Third Dynasty of Klingon emperors. (DS9 
implied, 
            TNG novel THE DEVIL'S HEART) 
 
================================================================================
========= 
c1305 c1930 A homeless American man accidentally kills himself with a temporally 
            displaced phaser, thus creating the STAR TREK multiverse.  This is 
the 
            origin point of all of the various and sundry STAR TREK timelines. 
(TOS) 
            <NOTE:  This remarkable and very sensible hypothesis was put forward 
by 
            fandom writer Jeff Mason in his article "The Disappearing Bum" for 
TREK 
            magazine, later reprinted in THE BEST OF TREK #16 (pp. 87-98)> 
================================================================================
========= 



 
1337  1962  The Sta Mura clans, aka Kamorh'dag, of the former Northern Empire 
solidify 
            their control over the Klingon Imperial government.  They will 
remain in 
            control for just under ten generations. 
            (TOS novel #58, FASA modified) 
            [NOTE:  One can only presume that the Second Line were Sta Mura, 
i.e. QucH'ha.] 
 
1365  1990  A new Kahless, who claims descent from the original Kahless of House 
Riskadh, 
            Kahless the Unforgettable, gathers a following and engineers a 
daring palace 
            coup.  The House of Kessec is disposed and House of Riskadh restored 
to the 
            Imperial throne.  The Third Dynasty of Emperors ends with the 
"restoration" of 
            the First Dynasty. 
            (FASA modified) <FRS> 
            [NOTE:  FASA's material was written long before TNG & DS9 developed 
the canon 
            background of Kahless.  One must therefore presume that FASA's 
Kahless was 
            either his descendant or someone else altogether.  I go with the 
former in 
            order to maintain some sense of consistency and continuity.  One 
must also 
            assume that this later Kahless had SOME proof of his claim, given 
the natural 
            suspicions of the Klingons.  This MAY be the Kahless with whom Kirk 
and Spock 
            were familiar in TOS, since the original "ridge-brow" Kahless 
appears to have 
            been unknown to them.  One might also assume that this second 
Kahless was  
            Sta Mura, i.e. QucH'ha (smooth-head) yet Riskadh through 
intermarriage, as this 
            was common in the formative days of the Empire for building 
alliances.  It's a 
            stretch, I know, but it's possible.  It is also possible that the 
notion of 
            House Riskadh siring the original Kahless came into being at this 
time for 
            supporting the claims of this "new" Kahless.] 
 
            The now-disgraced original Third Line of Emperors is stricken from 
official 
            Klingon records. (implied by later FASA materials) 
 
            The Klingons will perfect their warp drive technology during this 
era, thus 
            enabling them to expand the Empire beyond their home system. (FASA) 
 



1369  1994  The Bravadians, natives of Delta Khinah II, receive the dubious 
honor of being 
            the first alien species conquered by the Klingon Empire.  The 
inhabitants of 
            Tehalai are also among the first dozen Klingon servitor races.  
Among the ranks 
            of the others are the Dunkars, the Slidarians, the Hiladarians, the 
Zoolies, 
            and the Cromargs. (FASA) 
 
1375  2000  A Romulan task force obliterates the Klingon garrison on Delta 
Khindah II, 
            claiming prior ownership from a previous planetary survey (whose 
ship the 
            Klingons had conveniently destroyed).  This incident kicks off the 
First 
            Klingon-Romulan War. (FASA) 
 
1378  2003  Kingon forces crush Romulan resistance at two key border outposts, 
forcing 
            a Romulan withdraw from the disputed border areas.  The Romulans 
take heavy 
            losses in the fight; however, Emperor Kahless is killed as he leads 
his forces 
            in the final offensive.  With him ends the revived House Riskadh and 
brings 
            to a final end the First Line of Klingon Emperors. (FASA modified) 
 
            Kadar, son of Kagran of House D'kariv, ascends to the Imperial 
throne.  He is a 
            compromise candidate for Emperor, thus reflecting the growing power 
of the High 
            Council.  He spends too much of his time trying to please everyone, 
thus 
            resulting in little real exploration and expansion for the Klingons 
over the 
            15 years of his rule.  Even so, perhaps because of this, Kadar will 
go down in 
            the Sacred Texts as the greatest Klingon politician that ever lived. 
            (FASA modified) 
 
            Over the next few decades the Klingon Empire will see a succession 
of five weak 
            emeperors chosen and subsequently removed (or assassinated) for 
incompetence. 
            This marks the end of the current period of Klingon interstellar 
expansion. 
            (FASA modified) 
 
1384  2009  The Romulans, having licked their wounds, begin a 40-year period of 
slow and 
            cautious expansion back towards the Klingon border. (FASA) 
 
c1385 c2010 First encounter with the Klingons and the Kzinti (Mirak).  They will 
fight an 



            on-again, off-again war for the next several decades, eventually 
ending in a 
            stalemate.  From this conflict the two cultures gain a healthy 
respect for 
            each other's prowess as warriors <FSC #4, "The Earth-Kzin Wars"> 
 
1392  2017  House D'kariv is forced from power by a military coup due to growing 
            dissatisfaction with Emperor Kadar's policies.  General Milvi of 
House Jaavic 
            assumes the Imperial throne.  He is the only Imperial Guard to ever 
hold 
            the office.  The Imperial fleet opposes him as a matter of policy 
even though 
            he is all for resuming Klingon expansion.  In order to gain their 
support he 
            allows his eldest son to be trained as a starship officer.  This 
assures that 
            Milvi's "stunt" (a groundpounder assuming control of the Empire) 
will not be 
            repeated again. (FASA modified) 
 
1418  2033  Kamtav, son of Milvi of House Jaavic, succeeds his father as 
Emperor.  He 
            continues his father's exploratory efforts but enjoys the full 
support of all 
            Imperial military services.  This marks the beginning of a new 
period of 
            Klingon interstellar expansion. (FASA modified) 
 
1417  2042  The Ka'hat Plague strikes the Klingon home systems. <MRM> 
 
1423  2048  Emperor Karvan orders the genocide of the Jaak, a race of telepathic 
            reptilian humanoids, because he deems them to be untrustworthy.  
Karvan's 
            decision is opposed by General Kagga, and a power struggle soon 
ensues within 
            the Empire.  Kaaga slays Karvan in the rite of challenge, thus 
gaining the 
            Imperial throne.  In keeping with custom, the High Council executes 
him one 
            hour later for treason against the Empire. (FASA modified) 
 
            Keth of the house of Rivaki, known as "the Cenetarian" due to his 
advanced 
            years, becomes Emperor.  He is the oldest Klingon ever to gain the 
Imperial 
            throne, being over two centuries old by Klingon measure.  His reign 
is a short 
            eleven years and his increasing senility ensures that the High 
Council remains 
            the true power behind the throne.  Keth is one of the few Klingon 
emperors to 
            die of natural causes, passing away in his sleep due to his old age.  
His 



            reign will be considerably embellished in Klingon mythlore, in which 
he is 
            said to have "reigned for 100 years." (FASA modified) 
 
1424  2049  End of the Romulan expansion effort towards the Klingon border.  The 
zone 
            between these two interstellar powers will become known in spacer's 
slang as 
            "the Triangle" due to its shape on a star map.  It is an area where 
no major 
            interstellar power holds sway, where dozens of smaller powers fend 
for 
            themselves while caught between the proverbial rock and hard place.  
Both 
            the Romulans and Klingons will tolerate the existence of the 
Triangle for a 
            variety of reasons - not all of them benevolent. (FASA) 
 
1434  2059  Kamtav son of Kadar succeeds the aged Keth as Emperor.  A powerful 
warrior 
            upon his ascendancy to the Imperial throne, he will be known as 
"Kamtav 
            the Weak" by the time of his death. (KA and FASA modified) 
 
1444  2069  Death of Kamtav the Weak, the last Klingon Emperor.  The Chancellor 
of the 
            High Council assumes control of the Empire ôuntil Kahless returns.ö  
No one 
            dares to challenge this because of the power that the High Council 
has gained 
            during the past few decades of increasingly ineffectual Imperial 
rule. 
            (KA, TNG "Rightful Heir") 
 
            Karvan is appointed as the first ruling Chancellor. (FASA adapted) 
 
1447  2072  The Klingons make first contact with the Orions, who cleverly concel 
the true 
            riches of the Rigel system in order to avoid conquest.  After a 
minor show of 
            force the Klingons withdraw, leaving behind a figurehead "governor" 
who does 
            little more than maintain a Klingon presence at Rigel.  The 
resourceful 
            Orions soon find ways to win his confidence and that of his small 
detatchemnt 
            of warriors; thus Rigel never becomes part of the Empire.  Convinced 
that there 
            is little of worth in this part of space, the Klingons elect to 
expand 
            elsewhere along their borders ... and thus escape detection by 
humanity. 
            (FASA modified) 
 



1451  2076  The Klingons withdraw their symbolic forces from Rigel because they 
are needed 
            to reinforce the border with the Romulans due to growing tension and 
incidents. 
            The Orions are not sorry to see them go.  They throw their Klingon 
"governor" 
            a farewell party that will be the stuff of legend within the tales 
of his 
            House in years to come, although word of it can never be officially 
released 
            for obvious reasons. (FASA modified plus some conjecture on my part) 
            [NOTE:  I threw this in here because of Ford's reference to female 
Orion slaves 
            within the Empire in "The Final Reflection."  I wanted a way to 
explain how 
            certain Klingons found out about the allure of Orion women when the 
official 
            reports claimed the Rigel system had little of value per FASA.] 
 
1473  2098  Lorak, the first strong Klingon chancellor in a quarter-century is 
appointed by 
            the Imperial Senate.  Under his leadership, the Klingon Empire 
renews with vigor 
            its long-stalled and atrophied interstellar expansion efforts. (FASA 
modified) 
 
c1485 c2100 Under Lorak's leadership, the Klingon warrior caste begins 
subverting the old 
            Imperial justice system.  It also begins to exert considerable 
influence over 
            almost every aspect of Klingon life. (FASA modified, ENT 
"Judgement") 
 
            Sometime in this era (give or take 25 years or so) the Klingons will 
conquer 
            the Drell, a race of intelligent lizards.  The Drell will give the 
Klingons 
            the hardest fight they have ever had prior to encountering the 
Kinshaya.  After 
            their victory, the Klingons will adapt a considerable portion of 
Drell-based 
            technologies for their own use -- including the Drell's manta-shaped 
starship 
            designs, which were superior to their own.  So begins the legacy of 
the Drell 
            class battlecruiser, one of the oldest and most storied of Klingon 
starship 
            designs. <GKF> 
 
1507  2132  By this time honor has become a sham within the Klingon Empire. 
            (ENT "Judgement") 
 
1508  2133  A Klingon starship emerges from the Delphic Expanse and is found by 
the 



            Vulcans.  Its crew is barely alive, having been anatomically 
inverted 
            somehow.  This chilling event effectively ends all Klingon expansion 
plans 
            in this region of space. (ENT "Borderland") 
 
1517  2142  The Klingons perfect disruptor weapon technology. (FASA) 
 
1522  2147  A group of Klingons begin conducting raids on a Terran deuterium 
mining outpost, 
            claiming it in the name of the Empire. (ENT "Marauders") 
 
1524  2149  Three colonists are excuted by Klingon raiders "to prove a point" in 
addition 
            to five more killed in unsuccessfully fighting off the latest raid 
on their 
            deuterium. (ENT "Marauders") 
 
1526  2151  First contact with the United Federation of Planets. (KA, ENT 
"Broken Bow") 
 
            The D'ama class battlecruiser cruiser is first spotted in Klingon 
service. 
            (ENT 105, FASA) 
 
            The Klingon Empire receives advanced holographic technology as a 
gift from 
            the Xryllians. (ENT 105) 
 
            The HIabah class scout is first spotted in Klingon service. (ENT 
114) 
 
            The bortaS class cruiser is first spotted in Klingon service. (ENT 
145) 
 
1527  2152  The newly commissioned Terran starship Enterprise (NX-01) helps to 
fight off 
            Klingon raiders who have been routinely attacking a deuterium mining 
colony 
            for the past five years. (ENT "Marauders") 
 
1528  2153  The Rotah class Bird-of-Prey is first spotted in Klingon service. 
            (ENT "Judgement") 
 
            The House of Duras is founded. (ENT "Judgement") 
 
1529  2154  The First Klingon-Lyran War begins.  No details are known other than 
it 
            happened. (SFB) 
            [NOTE:  According to legend the Lyrans are supposedly either an 
offshoot species 
            or a former breakaway state of the Mirak per the various SFB/SFC 
sources, 
            though both vehemently deny this.] 
 



            The Klingon Empire suffers its first major epidemic in centuries.  
It is the 
            result of a mutagenic virus, originally developed as part of the 
Terran 
            "superman" program during and after Earth's Eugenics Wars.  It is 
intended for 
            human use, and as such is nearly fatal to Klingons.  A cure is 
found, although 
            it leaves millions of Klingons with permanently altered, human-like 
physiologies. 
            This marks the beginning of the Quch'Ha, also known as Klingon 
Augments and 
            Klingon-Human fusions. (ENT "The Augments") 
 
1531  2156  The Romulan War begins.  The Klingons, although not involved, watch 
the 
            ebb and flow of the war with great interest. (ENT, TOS, FASA, SFB) 
 
            Dr. Emmanuel Tragore, future Federation ambassador to the Klingon 
Empire, is 
            born. (FR modified) 
 
1533  2158  The First Klingon-Lyran War ends when several clans quit fighting in 
order 
            to protect their home systems from a new foe (the Hydrans).  The 
Lyran 
            government is forced to accept an unfavorable settlement from the 
Klingons. 
            (SFB) 
 
1535  2160  The Romulan War ends with a Romulan defeat at the Battle of Cheron.  
Faced 
            with the prospect of invasion of their own systems, the Romulans 
agree to a 
            truce.  The Treaty of Alpha Trianguli establishes the Neutral Zone 
between the 
            Romulans and the Federation as an inviolable buffer zone in order to 
prevent 
            a future war between these two powers. (TOS, SFB, SFC, TNG) 
 
1536  2161  Founding of the Federation (TNG 195 & 217, ENT, KA) 
 
1537  2162  The Orion trade and pirate cartels agree to keep the existence of 
their ties 
            with the Klingon Empire a secret for as long as possible.  They also 
decline 
            to formally join the Federation and close Orion's spaceports to 
Federation 
            access for fear that their Klingon ties will be exposed.  This will 
allow 
            future discreet visits by Klingon vessels to the Rigel system to 
continue 
            for quite some time.  The Federation is understandably irritated by 
the 
            action. (FASA adapted) 



 
            All Klingon starships, both civilian and military, are disruptor-
armed (when 
            applicable) by this date. (FASA modified) 
 
            The Klingons resume raids on the Romulan border, with the latter 
weakened by 
            its long struggle in the Romulan War. (FASA) 
 
c1549 c2174 A fleet-wide refit of the D-4 D'ama class battlecruiser takes place. 
            (FASA modified) 
 
1550  2175  The first Kinshaya attack on Klingon space takes place. 
            (TOS novel THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD) 
 
1551  2176  Faced with the unpleasant prospect of a Federation trade embargo, 
Orion 
            reluctantly agrees to reopen its space ports to Federation shipping.  
This 
            will set the stage for the first "modern" encounter between the 
Federation 
            and the Klingons in 2218. 
            (FASA) 
 
1552  2177  The Kuve class frigate and Sekleth class escort enter service.  The 
Klingons                    develop drone missile technology, independently and 
in parallel with the 
            Mirak Star League (SFB, SFC) 
 
1553  2178  The Klingons and Hydrans have their first initial clashes over 
colonization 
            rights to worlds along their joint borders. (SFB) 
 
1556  2181  The Klingons perfect their version of the transporter. (FR) 
 
1559  2194  The first Klingon-sponsored "incident" occurs along the Klingon-
Hydran 
            border. (SFB) 
 
1560  2185  While visiting Orion, Federation trader E. A. Jacoby has the first 
recorded 
            encounter with the Klingons since the end of the Romulan War.  It is 
with 
            Kassam, a retired Klingon starship commander who has become a 
"trader" in 
            the Orion markets.  In truth he is the commander of Klingon Sector 
Intelligence 
            for the Rigel sector, whose job it is to monitor the reinvigorated, 
post-war 
            Federation.  Both Jacoby and the Federation remain blissfully 
unaware of 
            renewed Klingon interest in Federation matters.  The Federation 
bureaucracy 
            promptly loses Jacoby's routine alien species first contact report. 
            (FASA modified) 



            [NOTE:  I have made this the last time between ENT and TMP that the 
Federation 
            "smooth-heads" ever saw a "real" Klingon based on FASA.  Both ENT 
and TOS/TAS 
            make clear that the QucH'ha, aka "Klingon Augments," were the 
dominant force 
            on the Federation border by the time TOS rolls around.  FASA lists 
the leader 
            of the Klingon party as a retired naval officer named Kassam.] 
 
            War breaks out between the Klingons and Hydrans, with the Klingons 
on the 
            losing end of most initial encounters.  The reason for this is the 
Hydran's 
            new Nova Gun, which wreaks havoc on Klingon forces. (SFB) 
 
c1562 c2187 The Tholians arrive in our galaxy.  They immediately set up the 
Holdfast 
            in unoccupied territory claimed by the Klingons adjoining both 
Klingon and 
            Federation space.  Because this area is uninhabited their arrival 
goes 
            undetected by the Klingons. (SFB, STM) 
            (NOTE: This contradicts the two appearances by the Tholians in ENT, 
but I'm 
            ignoring this for now.  Because of this, I have eliminated any 
reference to 
            Klingon-Tholian first contact in GKF.) 
 
1562  2187  The remants of a Klingon border fleet are destroyed by a Hydran 
offensive. 
            The Klingons lose the First Klingon-Hydran War and are forced to 
surrender 
            several border systems with methane-rich planets suited to Hydran 
physiology. 
            The Klingons decide to vent their frustration on the Mirak Star 
League, a 
            long-standing enemy from their earliest forays into interstellar 
space. 
            (SFB, SFC modified) 
            [NOTE:  It should be noted that the Mirak Star League is one of only 
two 
            major "slivers" remaining from the old Kzinti Empire, which was 
dissolved in 
            the 2060s by the victorious humans after the Fourth Earth-Kzin War.  
The other 
            major power is the Tzenkethi.  Per my research, Mirak are 
genetically 
            engineered Kzinti offshoots, lacking the characteristic bifurcated 
ears of 
            their genetic cousins.  The Tzenkethi, per their creator, are 
lizardlike 
            humanoids not unlike the "Lizard Men of Mongo" from FLASH GORDON.  
It has 



            been conjectured by some that Sord from the TAS episode "The Jihad" 
was a 
            Tzenkethi, as the name of his species was never given.  He certainly 
fits 
            the description!  In my development of the FSC I made them a former 
servitor 
            race of the Kzinti that broke away once the Kzinti Empire was 
dissolved, so 
            as to best fit with what scraps of information I could glean on them 
from 
            various canon and fanon sources.  You will find the location of both 
            Tzenkethi space and "the Patriarchy," i.e. Kzinti/Mirak space, in 
Geoffrey 
            Mandel's licensed STAR TREK STAR CHARTS.] 
 
1563  2188  The first war between the Klingon Empire and the Mirak Star League 
ends in 
            a stalemate and uneasy truce.  All the Klingons have gained for 
their efforts 
            are three key border systems. (SFB/SFC modified) 
 
            The Klingons conquer the Near Side Krebiz. (SFB) 
 
1564  2189  The E-3 escort, G-2 police ship, and N-5 Har'tu class tug enter 
service. 
            (SFB, Jak) 
 
1565  2190  The Second Klingon-Hydran War, known as the War of Retribution in 
Klingon lore, 
            is initiated by the Klingons.  The neighboring Lyrans take advantage 
of the 
            situation and also attack the Hydrans on their own shared border.  
Athough 
            the Klingons and Lyrans are not formal allies they share a common 
foe. (SFB) 
 
1567  2192  The Second Klingon-Hydran War ends when Klingon Imperial forces 
smash the 
            Hydran fleet and conquer the Hydran home systems.  The Lyrans do not 
            participate in this assault; however, they do aid the Klingons by 
engaging 
            any Hydran forces that attempt to escape the rout.  Only a handful 
of Lyran 
            starships, all of them badly damage, manage to successfully run the 
Lyran 
            blockade and escape to three Hydran colony worlds overlooked by the 
Klingons. 
            The "Lost Colonies" of Altroth, Minxitith, and Krooth form the heart 
of the 
            Hydran resistance.  After the Hydrans regain their home systems 
these will 
            be known as the "Old Colonies" and held in reverence for their place 
in 
            Hydran history. (SFB) 
 



            Due to the methane-based Hydran physiology the Klingons cannot 
directly govern 
            their new conquests.  Instead, Klingon governors rule captured 
Hydran worlds 
            from orbital platforms supported by a series of heavily armed 
satellites in 
            planetary orbit, ready to rain down death and destruction at the 
slightest 
            sign of an uprising.  The one flaw in this system is that these 
setups are 
            poorly defended against an attack from space. (SFB) 
 
1568  2193  The Second Klingon-Lyran War breaks out as the two powers fight over 
how to 
            carve up the former Hydran Empire.  In the meantime, the surviving 
Hydrans 
            rally around Prince S'Lenthna, the last living heir of King Hydraxan 
IX.  He 
            is a puppet of the Hydran Merchant Guilds; however, his presence is 
important 
            to strenghtening the Hydran resistance movement. (SFB) 
 
            The Klingons encounter the Tholians for the first time and are 
surprised to 
            find them set up within a previously claimed sector of space.  The 
Klingons 
            are furious and almost immediately begin preparing for war. (SFB 
modified) 
            (NOTE:  See entry for c2187 concerning Klingon-Tholian first 
contact) 
 
1569  2194  Outbreak of the second Klingon-Mirak war.  The Mirak enjoy the early 
successes, 
            making significant gains across the border at the expense of the 
Klingons. 
            (SFB, SFC) 
 
1571  2196  The Klingons begin a fleetwide warp engine upgrade program, starting 
with 
            their backbone starships.  All will be converted within two years.  
They also 
            negotiate a settlement with the Lyrans.  The main motive behind 
these moves 
            is a plan to initiate a second attempt to drive the Tholians from 
the Holdfast. 
            (SFB modified) 
 
            The Klingons agree to a negotiated end to the Second Klingon-Lyran 
War.  Their 
            main motivation appears to have been to marshall additional 
resources for their 
            planned campaign against the Tholians. (SFB modified) 
 
1572  2197  Start of "the Great War," as it is trumpted by the Klingons at the 
time, to 



            drive the Tholians out of the Holdfast. (SFB modified) 
 
1573  2198  The Klingons successfully capture their first Federation civilian 
starship. 
            This will mark the beginning of a series of such "disappearances" in 
and around 
            the Rigel system over the next two decades.  This particular event 
will be 
            known only to the Klingons for years. (FR) 
 
1579  2204  Kaydra becomes the new Chancellor of the Klingon Empire. (FR) 
 
1588  2213  The Millie Sue Incident marks the first KNOWN time that a Klingon 
starship fires 
            on a Federation vessel in living memory.  The Klingons claim the 
attack was 
            brought about by "uncontrollable dissidents."  They assure the 
Federation that 
            the attack was an isolated incident, but secretly punish the raiders 
for having 
            been caught in the act. (FASA modified) 
            [NOTE:  There had been several prior unrecorded incidents, but this 
was the 
            first one where the available evidence clearly implicated the 
Klingons.  The 
            idea of "dissident" raiders is my conjecture, cooked up in an effort 
to explain 
            how such attacks continue for another decade without provoking a 
major response 
            by the Federation.] 
 
            The Phantom Incident reveals that the Klingons are behind a sudden 
upsurge of 
            "pirate" attacks in and around the Rigel sector in recent months.  
It also 
            marks the first time that a Starfleet vessel disguises itself as a 
transport, 
            complete with fake cargo pod, in order to set a trap for possible 
assailants. 
            (FASA) 
            (NOTE: This is where I got the idea that Aridas' Surya class frigate 
was often 
            fitted with a dummy cargo pod and disguised as a transport while 
escorting 
            convoys during the Four Years War.  That concept appears in FSC 
#10.) 
 
            The commanders of the two Klingon starships destroyed in the Phantom 
Incident 
            are awarded posthumous honors by the Empire "... and their lines 
gain much in 
            status." (FASA) 
 
            The Klingons finally abandon their attempts to force the Tholians 
out of 



            "Klingon space," i.e. the Holdfast.  This marks a rather ignominious 
end to 
            the so-called "Great War." (SFB) 
 
            Chang begins his military career in the service of the Empire. (KA) 
 
            Krenn of the House of Rustazh begins his military career in the 
service of the 
            Empire. (FR) 
 
1592  2217  The Second Klingon-Mirak War is "won" by the Mirak.  They cease 
further offenses 
            after securing Alnid, a strategically important system located on 
the Klingon 
            side of the old border. (SFB) 
 
c1592 c2218 Sometime before this date, the original Klingonaase-based hull 
nomenclature 
            system for Klingon hull types is established. <GKF> 
 
1593  2218  The qaÆHoS (Relentless) class light cruiser enters service.  The 
class ship, 
            qaÆHoS, is still in service with the Empire at the time of 
publication.  This 
            makes it one of the oldest starships still in use by the Klingons. 
(KA) 
 
            First official contact between the Federation and the Klingons since 
the end 
            of the Romulan War.  The Klingon battlecruiser Devisor is destroyed 
after 
            attacking a Starfleet vessel, the Advance class starship Sentry, 
that had been 
            attempting to assist a vessel fleeing Klingon space near the Gamma 
Demetrius 
            system.  Klingon captain Korall goes down with his ship.  This 
incident will 
            set the tone of future relations with the Klingons for five decades 
to come. 
            (STC, SFC adapted, FR, KR) 
 
            Chang is assigned to the starship naQjej, where he will work his way 
up the 
            officer ranks for the next seven years.  By the end of his tour he 
will be the 
            ship's first officer, serving Lorak son of B'kol, future Chancellor 
of the 
            Empire. (KA) 
 
            A Rickenbacker class "Flying Fortress" armed transport is attacked 
and 
            disabled by Klingon raiders.  Starfleet anti-piracy forces 
spearheaded by 
            the Mann class starship Leonidas, under the command of Captain Pyotr 
Mirabella, 



            are sucessful in repulsing the Klingons and saving the transport's 
cargo. 
            (FASA, SFC, FR) 
            [NOTE:  This may have been retaliation for the Sentry Incident due 
to the 
            timing of the two, but this is conjecture on my part.] 
 
1594  2219  The planet Heartland (UFC 513) is discovered by the Klingon Empire. 
            (TOS novel Devil World) 
 
1595  2220  The Klingon-Romulan border changes slightly. (FASA) 
 
c1595 c2220 A new major phase of Klingon interstellar expansion begins.  During 
this time 
            Beta Thoridor will be captured by the Klingons. (LUG) 
 
1596  2221  The Tholians capture Klingon disruptor technology in a daring raid 
which the 
            infuriated Klingon can do nothing about.  The first sighting of a 
"modern" 
            Tholian starship by Starfleet also takes place at this time, 
possibly connected 
            with the aforementioned raid. (SFB) 
 
            By this time the Klingon Far Side Fleet is engaged in sporadic 
conflict with 
            its opposite number in the Federation Starfleet along the 
Federation-Klingon 
            border. (SFB, ST6) 
 
1597  2222  Klingon raids against the Federation border inexplicably cease 
around this 
            time.  This marks an abrupt end to an undeclared border war that had 
lasted 
            for well over a year.  (SFB) 
 
1598  2223  The Federation starship Audace is the first Starfleet vessel 
believed to have 
            been destroyed by the Klingons, although no conclusive evidence is 
ever found. 
            <Guenther, Caracal blueprints> 
 
            The Starfleet cruiser USS Ranger is lost to a Klingon ambush. (LUG?) 
 
            By this time, relations between the Klingon Empire and the 
Federation have 
            deteriorated so badly that 70+ years of open hostility will follow. 
(ST6) 
 
1599  2224  Admiral Kethas, one of the few Thought Admirals (grand strategists) 
within the 
            Empire, is assassinated for collaborating with the Romulans.  His 
adopted son, 
            although innocent of any wrongdoing, is forced to renounce his 
father's house 



            and adopt a new name.  His new name is Krenn, a name that will make 
itself known 
            in the annals of the Empire within two decades. (FR modified) 
 
1600  2225  First border incident with the Romulan Star Empire in decades near 
the 
            NÆderial system on the shared border between the two interstellar 
powers. 
            The thloq pagh Assault Fleet provokes the initial incident. (KA 
modified) 
 
            Captain Chang, now in command of his own starship, "fights 
brilliantly" against 
            the Romulans as part of Lorak's vaunted Hegh yan Strike Fleet.   His 
actions 
            will earn him several commendations during what the Klingons come to 
call the 
            N'derial Campaign. (KA) 
 
1601  2226  Open hostilities formally begin between the Klingons and Romulans 
along their 
            shared border.  The Romulans will lose many border systems to 
Klingon forces 
            over the next few years due to the inferior warp technology of their 
starships. 
            (KA) 
 
1603  2228  Extensive dilithium deposits are discovered on Rigel XII and the 
Federation 
            moves immediately to begin mining them.  The Klingons begin casting 
greedy 
            eyes in Rigel's direction, much to the concern of the native 
Rigellians and 
            Orions. (FASA modified) 
 
1605  2230  The Klingons develop theragen-based nerve gas. (TOS & novel 
INTERPHASE) 
 
            Krenn rises to the rank of captain and is placed in command of the 
IKV Fencer, 
            an old but battle-tested D-4 D'ama class battlecruiser (FR 
modified). 
 
1606  2231  The Klingons gain access to sophisticated dilthium converter 
technology due 
            to the capture of Willall technology.  This in turn will allow them 
to build 
            more advanced warp engines within a few years' time.  This marks the 
            beginning of the graf stevi (Kl. "anticurve rider") series of 
Klingon warp 
            drives. (KR and FR modified) 
 
            The Federation sends its first ambassador, Dr. Emanuel Tragore, to 
the Klingon 
            Empire.  Transport is provided by Captain Krenn.  (FR modified) 



 
            Captain Krenn is appointed as the first Klingon ambassador to the 
Federation. 
            The effort is meant to ease the growing hostilities between the two 
powers. 
            He is granted permission to travel to his post in a brand new Dupat 
class 
            battlecruiser that has been "disarmed" via weapons locks.  Krenn's 
starship is 
            one the first Dupuats in Imperial service to be closely examined by 
Starfleet. 
            (KR modified) 
            [NOTE:  FR's reference that Krenn and his crew were the first 
Klingons to ever 
            visit Earth has since been invalidated by ENT "Broken Bow."  I have 
taken to 
            liberty of re-interpreting this as the first time the Federation and 
the 
            Klingons had engaged in diplomatic relations since the end of the 
Romulan War. 
            So far, as yet, there is no canon evidence to refute this re-
interpretation.] 
 
            Captain Krenn sees and dutifly files reports on various Federation 
technologies 
            during his time as Klingon ambassador.  Included among these is the 
latest 
            version of the Federation transporter, which he finds far too noisy 
when 
            compared to the current Klingon model. (FR modified) 
            [NOTE:  I have rather loosely interpreted this to mean he was shown 
many other 
            Federation engineering accomplishments duirng this time.  This is 
from where 
            I got my backstory for the Klingon MRF spacedock as depicted by 
FASA.] 
 
1608  2233  The Raxor class battlecruiser enters service.  This is the first 
Klingon 
            vessel with dilithium-moderated warp drive. (FR modified) 
 
            The Hak'hyl class "war cruiser" enters service.  It is essentially a 
scaled- 
            down, "budget" version of Raxor designed for rapid production at the 
expense 
            of range.  It too is designed with dilithum-moderated warp engines 
for 
            propulsion. (SFB and FR modified) 
            [NOTE:  Ford's materials reference Krenn's new battlecruiser as a D-
5 and makes 
            clear it was one of the first Klingon vessels with dilithium-
moderated warp 
            drive.  I used Ford's "D-5" reference to date SFB's D-5 Hak'hyl to 
this era, 
            making it in origin a budget version of the Raxor.) 



             
1609  2234  The Federation begins mining dilithium. (FR and SFC modified) 
 
1610  2235  By this time Chang has succeeded Lorak as commander of the Hegh yan 
Strike 
            Fleet, fighting the Romulans and keeping Klingon borders secure.  
Lorak, in 
            the meantime, has won himself a seat on the High Council. (KA) 
 
            Krenn attends this year's Babel Conference, at which a motion to 
dissolve the 
            Federation is narrowly defeated.  He will arrange for the "purchase" 
of a large 
            quantity of dilithum from businessman Carter Winston.  The dilithium 
will be 
            used to power his personal D-5 battlecruiser, which is used to 
transport his 
            "purchase" back to the Empire. (FR) 
 
            Krenn is forced to fight his way back to Klingon space in a battle 
against 
            three D'ama battlecruisers of an Imperial faction opposed to his 
plans. (FR) 
 
1611  2236  Growing tensions between the Federation and the Klingon Empire 
results in 
            the recall of Ambassador Tagore.  Captain Krenn, his good friend, is 
given the 
            honor of transporting him back home.  It will be the last the two 
ever see of 
            each other. (FR modified) 
 
1613  2238  The B-1 Jul'kar class battleship enters service.  Its heyday will be 
during the 
            Demon War against the Kinshaya (2249-2254).  They will continue to 
serve as the 
            ceremonial backbone of the fleet until the arrival of the K't'inga 
generation of 
            Klingon warships. <GKF> 
 
1615  2240  The Klingons complete their fleetwide implementation of dilithium-
moderated warp 
            engine technology. (FR modified, KR). 
            [NOTE:  This is the date KR gives in its background materials.  It 
fits fairly 
            well with Memory Alpha's adjusted FR timeline.] 
 
            For the next two years Chang will command the Hegh yan Strike Fleet 
in a series 
            of coordinated actions against Federation forces on the border after 
Dugh'naS 
            and his gho'vaD Defense Fleet "badly bungle" the initial encounter. 
(KA) 
 



1617  2242  The Hegh van Strike Fleet, in coordination with the surviving 
elements of the 
            gho'vaD Defense Fleet (now under the command of Colonel Koord) 
fights Starfleet 
            forces to a standstill in the vicinity of Sherman's Planet.  The 
two-year 
            campaign earns Chang a promotion and he is placed in command of all 
Klingon 
            forces on the Federation border. (KA, FR) 
 
1618  2243  The Battle of Donatu V is fought between the Federation and the 
Klingon 
            Empire.  The results are inconclusive. (TOS) 
 
1631  2246  Chancellor Kar'hamer and the Klingon High Council begin drawing up 
plans for 
            a new offensive against the Federation.  Kar'hamer will never live 
to see his 
            dreams come to fruition, as he is assassinated while in office. (Tor 
modified) 
            [NOTE:  Kar'hamer HAS to be assasinated in the canon timeline, since 
it was 
            largely his influence that provoked the Klingons into starting the 
Four Years 
            War in the fanon and FASA timelines.  Otherwise you get a two-front 
war, with 
            the Klingons caught between the Federation and the Kinshaya, and the 
Klingons 
            WILL lose that war given the state of the Empire at this time.] 
 
1633  2248  Clortheragen nerve gas, an enhanced version of the original, is used 
by the 
            Klingons for the first time in the defense of Rudgur III. (FASA) 
 
1624  2249  A massive Kinshaya offensive rolls across the Klingon borders, 
catching 
            Klingon forces in the area completely off-guard.  This marks the 
beginning of 
            the Demon War, the bloodiest and hardest-fought conflict against an 
alien 
            species in recent Klingon history.  The Empire is forced to divert 
considerable 
            resources from the Federation border in order to stop the Kinshaya.  
These had 
            originally been gathered for a pre-emptive war against the 
Federation. 
            Instead, they are thrown against the invading Kinshaya, who are 
pouring in from 
            the coreward sectors of space known as the Demon's Rift. (FASA 
modified) 
            [NOTE:  Adjusted for absence of Four Years War in "official canon" 
materials. 
            This is meant to explain why the Klingons did not launch a major 
offensive 



            against the Federation prior to TOS when they seemed to have ample 
opportunity 
            to do so.] 
 
1626  2251  The Tholians test their new disruptor-armed starships by 
systematically 
            attacking and destroying a half-dozen Klingon colonies and 25 
starships in a 
            weekÆs time.  The action defines the present borders between the 
Empire and 
            the Tholian Holdfast.  It is the first act in a Klingon-Tholian 
border war 
            that will last for years as the Empire tries unsuccessfuly to drive 
the 
            Tholians from the Holdfast. (KA modified, SFB) 
 
1625  2252  The Axanar Incident almost ignites a major war with the Federation 
at the same 
            time that the Klingons are desperately trying to fight off the 
Kinshaya.  They 
            are forced to accept the humilitaing loss of most of an Imperial 
task force at 
            Axanar rather than risk a two-front war.  Credit for the Federation 
victory 
            at Axanar goes to Kelvar Garth, one of Starfleet's most promising 
starship 
            commanders. (TOS, FASA modified) 
 
            During another battle with Federation forces around this time, the 
Juk'kar 
            class battleship betleH is badly damaged.  It manages to escape back 
to Klingon 
            space, although it loses its command boom in the fight.  Its owner, 
not having 
            the funds to buy another B-1 command boom, will simply slap on the 
boom from 
            a crippled D-6 and relaunch the betleH.  This has two important 
effects.  First, 
            it makes the betleH the most recognizable ship in the Klingon fleet 
at the time. 
            Second, it will inspire two later classes of command cruisers 
(SuvwI'qeH, betleH) 
            who can both trace their design lineage back to this ship. <GKF> 
 
            The D'ama battlecruiser is formally withdrawn from Imperial service.  
Even so, 
            it will continue to soldier on in the service of certain Klingon 
Houses to 
            the end of the century. (FASA) 
 
1627  2253  The Klolode class battlecruiser enters Imperial service. (FASA 
modified) 
 
1629  2254  The Demon War ends in stalemate, with both sides literally having 
ground each 



            other down to the point of exhaustion.  It will be three years 
before the 
            Klingons return in strength to their side of the Federation border. 
            (FASA modified) 
 
            Admiral Kamato fails in an attempt to launch a coup within the 
Empire.  He 
            flees with his followers and the remnants of his fleet to the 
Triangle, where 
            he will set up the Imperial Klingon States as the "rightful Klingon 
            government-in-exile."  His "empire" consists of only two planets, 
K'linsann 
            (the former human colony of Patterson's Place) and Kinarra, and he 
lacks both 
            parts and resources to repair the bulk of his surviving starships. 
(FASA) 
 
            Orion freebooter fleets launch a series of coordinated attacks 
against private 
            Klingon shipping.  When Klingon representatives at the Orion 
Colonies complain, 
            the Orion trade cartels respond that they can't be responsible "for 
the actions 
            of independent ship captains."  This will provide the impetus for a 
major 
            military campaign against Orion pirates operating on the Klingon 
side of the 
            Treaty Zone -- a campaign that will last for decades. (SFB modified) 
 
1630  2255  Starfleet will have its first combat encounter with a Jul'kar class 
battleship 
            in this year.  There will only be three more in the next 20 years.  
<GKF> 
 
1632  2257  Vekah Shipyards wins the contract to build Kareli Design Bureau's 
new 
            Kar'hamer class (B-10) battleship "for the glory of the Empire." 
<GKF> 
 
1634  2259  The completion of a major military spaceyard and base facility at 
Mastocal 
            marks the beginning of a return to full strength by Klingon forces 
along the 
            border with the Federation.  Chancellor Kassa pronounces the Empire 
again 
            ready for war and commisions plans for an offensive against the 
Federation. 
            Mastocal is within easy striking distance of Federation border 
systems and 
            the completion of its military facilities is seen as a provocation 
by the 
            Federation. (FASA) 
            [NOTE:  One can only presume that Kassa was Lorak's predecessor.] 
 



c1635 c2260 During the 2260s, the impressive performance of Starfleet's Napoleon 
class 
            fleet shuttlecarriers will finally provoke the Klingons into 
building similar 
            ships of their own. (SFB modified) <GKF> 
 
            Sometime during this era, the K't'inga (a Klolode upgrade) will be 
selected 
            over the competing Kleev (an all new design) as the Empire's next 
generation 
            battlecruiser design.  This will not mean the end of Kleev, though.  
It will 
            find new life a few years later, albeit in redesigned form, as the 
Hajwe' 
            class fleet shuttlecarrier and the tel'Iw class heavy destroyer. 
            (SFC modified) <GKF> 
 
1635  2260  The Federation commissions the construction of nine Episilon class 
monitor 
            stations along its border with the Klingons in response to 
construction of the 
            Klingon naval base at Mastocal.  This act is viewed as a provocation 
by the 
            Klingon High Council. (FASA) 
            [NOTE:  Figures ... even though the Klingons "provoked" first.] 
 
            Production officially ends on the Jul'kar class battleship. <GKF> 
 
1640  2265  The Acropolis Incident results in the capture of a Derf class tender 
by Klingon 
            forces using a fake malfunctioning marker beacon.  The captured 
tender is then 
            towed away into Klingon space before Starfleet forces have time to 
respond. 
            The Federation never recovers the Acropolis.  On the other hand, the 
Klingons 
            gain valuable intelligence in several areas, most notably the 
current state 
            of Starfleet field repair technology and full knowledge of how the 
Federation 
            space beacon system is organized and maintained.  Such knowledge 
will prove 
            useful in future deep penetration missions within Federation 
borders, such as 
            those performed by cloaked Birds-of-Prey in the 2280s. (FASA 
modified, ST III) 
 
1641  2266  The affair of the Xixobrax Jewelworm. (TOS novel SPOCK MUST DIE) 
 
            Poktarl begins his Imperial military career as a lowly engineer 
aboard the 
            starship rapHogh, stationed near the Imperial Fringe.  Poktarl's 
status as 
            a member of one of the poorer houses (House QeH'a') drives him to 
work the way 



            up the ranks, since promotions and choice billets are almost always 
given 
            to officers of more affluent Houses by his commander, Brigadier 
tlhlb.  Poktarl 
            will become known as the orayangan (tH. "The Orion") due to his 
reputation of 
            working his enginnering crews as hard "as an Orion slave driver." 
(KA) 
 
            The L-13 "Dangerous Fat Man" pocket battleship enters service. (FASA 
modified) 
 
1642  2267  Chancellor Kassa orders a systematic program of expansion along 
Federation 
            borders.  This will later be known as the naQjej SISÆaÆHlv Doctrine.  
General 
            Chang is placed in charge of planning the offensive and staging the 
necessary 
            forces along the border to carry it out. (KA modified per FASA) 
 
            Kassa delivers a famous address to the Klingon High Council calling 
for total 
            war against the Federation.  It is during this address that he 
delivers an 
            oft-repeated quote that encapsulates his naQjej SIS'a'Hlv Doctrine, 
as follows: 
            "Might does not make right.  Might makes an empire.  Might builds 
it, solidifies 
            it, reinforces and protects it.  Without might no empire can last.  
It will 
            either fall to its enemies or rot from within.  Might made this 
Empire.  Might 
            will ensure that it lasts.  Unless we are willing to bring that 
might down upon 
            the necks of our enemies, and strike them without mercy, then we are 
not worthy 
            to wield it.  Without the willing and deliberate exercise of our 
might this 
            Empire will surely fall." <GKF> 
 
            The Organian Incident puts to an end General ChangÆs plans to launch 
a 
            massive offensive against the Federation border. (KA, TOS) 
 
            Starfleet has its second encounter with a Jul'kar class battleship 
during the 
            Organian Incident.  "TuQ Kurlt fell victim to a vicious crossfire 
from the 
            Starfleet dreadnoughts Federation (NCC-2100) and Alliance (NCC-2113) 
...." 
            <GKF> 
 
            Chancellor Kassa commits ritual suicide rather than face the shame 
of the 



            Klingon humiliation at Organia.  His successor is Lorak, a more 
level-headed 
            and practical Klingon politician who happens to enjoy General 
Chang's 
            confidence. (KA and FASA modified) 
 
            It is at this time that KÆtÆinga style refits begin taking place on 
older 
            Klolode class battlecruisers in Klingon service. (KA, FASA, TOS 
remastered) 
 
            The Klingon High Command orders the nearly completed Kar'hamer to be 
stripped 
            back down and rebuilt anew, in order to take into account lessons 
taught to 
            to the Imperial fleet by the Federaton Starfleet during the Organian 
Incident. 
            This order will result in innumerable delays in the B-10 program 
over the 
            next decade, as whole portions and systems of the ship are 
constantly stripped 
            out and replaced with new ones in a desperate effort to keep up with 
the most 
            recent advances in starship technology. <GKF> 
 
c1643 c2268 The bulk of House Moltak is destroyed in a swift and bloody battle 
by DojÆkan 
            of House Gorthas.  It is an act of revenge after his late son 
KrojÆduh was 
            framed by House Moltak for a training accident six months earlier.  
DojÆkanÆs 
            vessel is a custom D-7 conversion with many extra features, 
including 
            captured Gorn technology.  The High Council not only recognizes 
DojÆkanÆs 
            right of revenge but requests his design plans in order to build 
more ships 
            like his own.  This is the origin of the SuvlÆQeh class command 
cruiser. (KA) 
 
1643  2268  The Treaty of S'marba is signed at Villiam III.  This event marks 
the beginning 
            of the Klingon-Romulan Alliance.  A technology exchange ensues, with 
Romulan 
            cloaking devices exchanged for advanced Klingon warp drive 
technology in the 
            form of some 120-odd "used" D-6 and D-7 battlecruisers. (KA, SFB, 
TOS, TAS) 
 
            The Orions "expose" the new Klingon-Romulan alliance to the 
Federation.  This 
            is in apparent retaliation for Klingon actions against their ships 
over the 
            past few years. (SFB modified) 
 



            The first upgraded D-7 is probed by Federation sensors, as much as 
its 
            shielding will allow, while paying a courtesy call on Deep Space 
Station K-7. 
            (TOS remastered) 
 
            The upgraded D-7 battlecruiser IKS Gr'oth has to be destroyed by its 
own 
            commander, Captain Koloth, after it becomes infested with tribbles. 
            (TOS, TOS novel #97 - IN THE NAME OF HONOR) 
 
            The Day of Honor is established to commemorate a treaty with the 
Narr. 
            (TOS novel DAY OF HONOR: TREATY'S LAW) 
 
            The first joint Federation-Klingon mission results in the rescue of 
the 
            survivors of the Kanst Energy Experiment from the Tautee system. 
            (TOS novel #78 - THE RINGS OF TAUTEE) 
 
            Klolode battlecruisers are confirmed in Romulan service.  This is 
one of the 
            results of the Treaty of S'marba. (TOS) 
            [NOTE:  The visuals of the original, unremastered TOS episode "The 
Enterprise 
            Incident," clearly depict a Klolode.  I will deal with the issue of 
the Romulan 
            Raxor shortly.] 
 
            The Klolode, lead ship of its class, is destroyed by the starship 
Enterprise 
            after it suffers irrepariable damage at the hands of its own crew, 
who have 
            been deluded by an energy entity that feeds on their hate.  Captain 
Kang, his 
            wife Mara, and the survivors are rescued prior to the ship's 
destruction. 
            (TOS) <FRS> 
 
            Klingon stasis field generators are observed in combat for the first 
time 
            during a failed attempt to stop a relief mission to Sherman's 
Planet. (TAS) 
 
            Klingon Raxor battlecruisers are confirmed in Romulan service.  This 
too is 
            a result of the Treaty of S'marba. (TAS) 
            (NOTE:  The visuals of the TAS episode in question, "The Survivor," 
clearly 
            depict an older Raxor battlecruiser.  Note the snout on the command 
boom, which 
            is absent on the Klolode.) 
 
            The Imperial Klingon States finally acquire the resources needed to 
begin 



            rebuilding its fleet when it "acquires" the dilithium-rich world of 
Penchan II. 
            (FASA) 
 
            The K't'inga class battlecruiser enters Imperial service. (FASA) 
 
1644  2269  The Klingon Imperial Fleet begins seeking out designs for a new 
scout vessel, 
            one capable of long-range observation and deep penetration missions.  
The 
            end result of this search will be the B'rel class escort, aka the 
famed 
            "Bird-of-Prey." (KA) 
 
            The first of the Romulan Stormbird conversions of their new Raxors 
and Klolodes 
            enters the service of the Star Empire.  Theoretically it is more 
powerful than 
            a Klingon K't'inga, although its conversion origins and fragile warp 
engines 
            means that theory does not often translate into practice.  The 
Romulans will 
            continue using the design for several more years until they are 
capable of 
            building their own uprated starship designs. (FASA modified) 
 
            The Klolode class battlecruiser Korezima battlecruiser comes off on 
the losing 
            end of a struggle with a Chatalia generation ship.  It is 
subsequently recovered 
            intact by the Federation starship Moscow.  This marks the first time 
that a 
            Klolode has been captured in one piece by Starfleet.  Their success 
is due to 
            the fact that the damaged Klolode's self-destruct malfuctioned, 
preventing its 
            destruction.  It is the last official act by a Baton Rouge class 
cruiser for 
            Starfleet. 
            (SFC, TOS novel WORLD WITHOUT END) 
            [NOTE:  The Moscow was established as a Baton Rouge class starship 
in the SFC.] 
 
            The Klingons and Romulans sign a second joint treaty.  The Romulans 
gain 
            bases coreward of the Triangle.  The Klingons gain a mineral-rich 
planet 
            within the Triangle itself.  Both sides feel they have gotten the 
best of the 
            deal, although time will side in favor of the Klingons. (FASA, SFB) 
 
            A joint accord is signed by the Federation, the Klingons, and the 
Romulans. 
            (TOS novel THE TRELLISANE CONFRONTATION) 
  



            Construction is completed on the Kinza D'elma naval base, a massive 
Klingon 
            military facility located in territory rightfully acquired in the 
Treaty Zone 
            under the terms of the Organian Peace Treaty.  It is something of a 
first for 
            the Empire and reflect Chancellor Lorak's new policy of "conquest by 
talking" 
            as opposed to the Klingon preference for conquest by war. (FASA, KA 
modified) 
 
            The D-10 Riskadh class heavy cruiser enters Imperial service. (FASA) 
 
            The first clash on record between a K't'inga class battlecruiser and 
a 
            Federation starship results in a clear Klingon victory.  The badly 
damaged 
            heavy cruiser Constitution (NCC-1700) is forced to retreat and lay 
over at 
            Starbase 27 for extensive repairs. <FRS> 
            (NOTE:  Fanon, but only source so far for first K't'inga combat 
action.) 
 
c1644 c2269 It is around this time that the first Klingon command cruiser 
conversions 
            (betleh, aka pre-SuvlÆQeh) take place. (KA) 
 
            It is around this time that efforts begin at establishing a tHlingan 
hol 
            system of hull nomenclature for Klingon hull types.  It is 
essentially the 
            older system with new tHlingan hol names in place of the old 
Klingonaase names. 
            The effort will be only partially successful, and both systems will 
continue 
            to be in use for the next few decades until tHlingan hol is firmly 
established 
            as THE language of the Klingon Empire.  Even so, certain Klingonaase 
names 
            from the old system, such as "drell" (D-hull type), will continue to 
persist. 
            <GKF> 
 
            The next decade will see a rapid increase in the number and classes 
of Klingon 
            "heavies" in the Imperial fleet.  A good example of this is the 
addition of 
            two entirely new categories of "heavy" Klingon starships - the 
dreadnought 
            (Kuyper, K'herr, VodleH) and the pocket battleship (Kel Ri'nada, 
Keth Ke Se, 
            Komo Val).  There is also a rapid expansion in the numbers of Drell-
type 
            battlecruisers as well.  All of this can be seen as one of the 
hallmarks of 



            the K't'inga generation of Klingon starships. (SFB/SFC modified, KA, 
FASA) <GKF> 
 
1645  2270  Initial plans for Operation Dixie, a deep penetration covert 
intelligence 
            gathering mission against the Klingon Empire, are drawn up by 
Starfleet 
            Intelligence and approved by Starfleet Commander-in-Chief Admiral 
Noguma. 
            Starfleet is unaware that the Klingons are fully aware of the effort 
thanks to 
            a deep cover mole operating within Starfleet Command itself. (FASA) 
 
            The K't'orr class heavy destroyer enters Imperial service. <fanon 
blueprints> 
 
            The first of the SuvwiÆQeh class command cruisers enters service.  
It is named 
            the KrojÆduh in honor of the late son of its designer, DojÆkan of 
House 
            Gorthas. (KA) 
 
            The debut of the Suvwi'Qeh class is held by many starship historians 
as the 
            official start of the Taldren generation of Klingon warships.  Even 
so, some 
            will count the earlier Sivista as one of its members, while many 
consider it 
            to be a bridging design. <GKF> 
 
            The pIH (Suspicious) enters service this year as the lead ship in 
its class 
            of frigates.  Designed by Hogh Batlh, the genius behind the qey liS 
Betleth 
            class battleship, the pIH class is intended to serve as a generic 
"cookie 
            cutter" ship.  It comes in two versions:  the standard attack ship 
version 
            (four standard and two heavy disruptors), and a non-combatant 
version (no 
            heavy disruptors) that can be custom-tailored for specific missions.  
It 
            eventually replaces the venerable F-5/E-4 series craft in production 
even 
            though it is considerably smaller than its predecessors.  The main 
reason 
            for this is its modular design, which allows for both easy 
construction 
            and specific role/mission reconfiguring. (KA, SFB modified) 
 
            The Romulans launch the chuDegh Offensive against the Klingons, 
catching its 
            border fleets completely off-guard.  Many starships and experienced 
captains 



            are lost by the Klingons in the initial confusion.  General Chang, 
military 
            advisor to Councillor Lorak and defacto commander-in-chief of the 
Imperial 
            fleet, orders units pulled from the Federation border to counter the 
            Romulan attack. (KA) 
 
            A tactical error on the part of Brigadier thlhb puts the starship 
rapHogh in 
            grave peril during the Battle of D'drazal V, one of the key 
conflicts of the 
            chuDegh offensive.  His order for his ship to fly through the 
atmosphere of 
            the gas giant while cloaked at high speed almost cripples the ship 
due to 
            lack of sufficient power for the ship's shields.  Quick thinking on 
the part 
            of First Officer Gorvalth saves the ship; however its mains are 
knocked off 
            line in the process, leaving it immobile and vunerable to attack.  
Brigadier 
            thlhb promptly insults the honor of Chief Engieer Poktarl for 
allowing "his" 
            ship to be crippled so badly.  The insulted Poktarl, not waiting to 
hear 
            thlhb's tirade on the intercom, races to the bridge and assaults 
thlhb in a 
            traditional Klingon rite of challenge even as the Romulans begin to 
press an 
            attack.  The duel rages while First Officer Gorvalth does what he 
can to 
            defend against the Romulans with only the limited power available.  
Poktarl 
            kills thlhb and assumes command just as the rapHoch begin suffering 
major 
            damage from the Romulan assault.  To his new crew's surpris Poktarl 
not only 
            saves them but destroys the attacking Romulans as well, displaying 
an amazing 
            tactical genius that had been hidden behind his formerly lowly 
status.  Over 
            the next few months General Chang will learn of Poktarl's talent and 
tap it in 
            in order to stop the chuDegh Offensive and cutting the Empire's 
losses to an 
            "acceptable" level. (KA) 
 
            Q'o'nos and many other Klingon worlds suffer from famine at this 
time. 
            Federation agricultural specialist Jean Czerny is abducted by 
Captain Kang 
            to help resolve the crisis. (TOS novel PAWNS AND SYMBOLS) 
 
1646  2271  The Federation commences Operation Dixie ... with a Klingon agent in 
tow 



            as a crewmember on one of the ships participating in the mission. 
(FASA) 
 
            The Vejur Incident.  A trio of K't'inga class battlecruisers and a 
Jul'kar 
            class battleship fitted with an experimental heavy disruptor array 
are all 
            destroyed during the incident as Vejur passes through Klingon space 
on its 
            way to Earth.  The event unnerves many within the higher echelons of 
the 
            Empire. (TMP, KA, Marvel comics series) <Atrahasis> 
            [NOTE:  Marvel is the source of the second Klingon attack on V'ger.  
The idea 
            that it was a modified Jul'kar is mine, derived from one of 
Atrahasis' modified 
            Jul'kar designs.  He had it fitted with a pair of superheavy 
disruptors under 
            the secondary hull.] 
 
            The Klingons stop the Romulan offensive and serve them a decisive 
defeat at 
            the Battle of Klach D'kel Bracht.  The counterattack is planned by 
General 
            Chang.  Kor, now a commodore, is in command of a D-5 at this battle 
and cheers 
            once victory becomes apparent.  Even so, the new Klingon-Romulan 
border is 
            fixed in favor of the Romulans, with several key Klingon border 
systems lost. 
            It will take years of fighting to reclaim them.  Kor will ride the 
crest of 
            victory to become a Klingon fleet commander with jurisdiction over 
several 
            squadrons operating near the Triangle. (KA, FASA, DS9) 
 
            In apparent retaliation for their losses at Klach D'kel Brakt, the 
Romulans 
            begin deploying captured Klingon ships within the Triangle.  They 
also repaint 
            many of their own KR-series conversions in Klingon colors.  The 
action is 
            meant to confuse Klingon forces operating within the Triangle and 
hopefully 
            trap and destroy them.  The "Stolen Heart" fleet will continue to 
grow and 
            operate with suprising effectiveness against Klingon forces within 
the Triangle 
            for the next two decades. (FASA) 
 
            The Z-1 "Zoran" fighter enters service (SFB) 
 
            The L-13 class battleship Kel ri'nada, lead ship of its class and 
accompanied by 



            six destroyers, is heavily damaged in an unprovoked attack on a 
Romulan border 
            fleet.  To add insult to injury, a Klingon fleet sent to rescue it 
also falls 
            victim to the Romulans, who succesfully tow away a damaged Jul'kar 
class 
            battleship that had been part of the Klingon reinforcements.  The 
commander of 
            the Kel ri'nada is promptly sacked and sentenced to a penal frigate 
on the 
            Cardassian border "... where (according to reports) his eventual 
death was 
            swift and inglorious."  The only positive outcome of this battle is 
development 
            of the Triangle Gambit, in which a lone capital ship (such as an L-
13) is used 
            to bait an ambush of enemy forces. (FASA modified) <GKF> 
 
            House Ghamzal is forced to halt production of the L-13, after only 
four vessels, 
            due to this border incident.  Kel ri'nada is eventually rebuilt to a 
modified 
            design, while the rest of the class is eventually completed to an 
even more 
            modified design.  Despite these improvements, the L-13 will never 
live up to 
            expectations, eventually being relegated to such secondary roles as 
planet 
            punishment and training missions. 
 
1647  2272  The Klingons renounce all claims to the Archanis sector due to 
"their 
            increasing vulnerability of continued efforts" to claim it as their 
own. (FASA) 
 
            Starfleet units "intrude" into the Triangle for the first time at 
the open 
            invitation of many of its transport and freighter captains, much to 
the 
            irritation of Klingon and Romulan forces who have until now run amok 
in Triangle 
            space at their leisure. (FASA) 
 
            A new type of Tholian starship enters service along the Tholian-
Klingon 
            border.  It is more than a match for its Klingon counterparts at the 
time. 
            It embarks on a three-month rampage of destruction before the 
Klingons are 
            finally able to corner and destroy one with a massed attack from 
Klingon 
            starships in the area.  Victory comes at a high price in both men 
and vessels 
            lost in battle. (KA) 
 



            A two-year study ordered by Chancellor Lorak investigating the 
staggering 
            Klingon losses during the chuDegh offensive is completed.  The major 
reason 
            for the fault was the lack of qualified starship captains.  It 
concludes that 
            the Federation approach of a dedicated command school for the 
training of 
            Klingon starship commanders would be of more benefit to the future 
of the 
            Empire than the traditional means of promotion and ascendancy by 
intrigue, 
            assassination, rite of challenge, and family lineage.  This study 
will 
            eventually result in the creation of the Klingon Elite Command 
Academy, or 
            Klingon Academy for short (KA). 
 
            24 new and uprated version of the venerable Jul'kar class battleship 
are 
            orderd by the Klingon High Command for various and sundry reasons.  
These will 
            be fitted with the latest in Klingon starship techonology (K't'inga 
generation) 
            and become known as the C-5 Kuyper class dreadnoughts. <GKF> 
 
            Lorak and Gorkon offer the job of head of the new Klingon Academy to 
General 
            Chang, the most qualified officer for the job.  Chang refuses at 
first, as he 
            busy helping to rebuilt the fleet after the chuDegh Offensive, but 
eventually 
            relents.  He will spend the next two years researching the records 
of all 
            Klingon officers of command rank in order to pick the best and 
brightest for 
            the first class of the new Klingon Academy. (KA) 
 
            Starfleet Command receives "disquieting" intelligence concerning the 
enforced 
            absence of the Organians.  Thanks to their mole the Klingons learn 
about it 
            almost as fast as Starfleet Command does. 
            (SFB, SFC, FASA modified) 
 
1648  2273  The frigate pIH is converted from its original assault configuration 
into 
            the Klingon version of a science and survey vessel.  As such it 
retains all 
            of its offensive weaponry except its heavy disruptors.  The space 
gained is 
            used for enhanced sensor gear and serviceable on-board laboratories.  
It 
            will serve as the template for other such pIH class frigate 
conversions. (KA) 



 
            A third Klingon-Romulan treaty is signed.  The Romulans gain access 
to 
            advanced Klingon disruptor technology and mining equipment.  The 
Klingons get 
            examples of some of the Romulan's newest starship designs.  Of the 
greatest 
            interest to them is the S-11 scout, which is strongly reminescent of 
their own 
            famed "Bird-of-Prey" from over a century ago.  They immediately 
begin adapting 
            the design, working on several different (and sized) "homebrew" 
versions for 
            use in Imperial service. (FASA, ST3, TNG) 
 
            A side protocol of this treaty grants the Romulans the C-9 
dreadnought veQlargh. 
            It will be the largest starship ever sold to the Romulans by the 
Klingons before 
            the collapse of their alliance. (SFB/SFC modified) <GKF> 
 
            This year marks the admission of the first one hundred warriors to 
the Klingon 
            Academy.  General Chang is both commandant and sole instructor.  Of 
the one 
            hundred entrants only six will graduate by program's end two years 
later. 
            These graduates will form the core group for additional Academy 
instructors. 
            (KA) 
 
            General Chang personally recruits Colonel Poktarl as one of the 
original 
            warriors of the first class of the Klingon Academy.  Not 
surprisingly, he is 
            one of the only six to pass Chang's tough cirriculum.  Poktarl 
declines a 
            post as instructor in order to gain more fleet experience but 
promises Chang 
            he will return.  He then goes on to command the rapHogh for another 
five  
            years in Imperial service. (KA) 
 
            The Jevghom Design Bureau submits the plans for the pumwl (Accuser) 
class 
            dreadnought for approval.  It is is to be the first Klingon 
dreadnought 
            designed for both long-range and close-range attacks, given the 
encounter 
            with the Tholians the previous years. (KA) 
 
            House Kinzan launches the Keth Ke Se, lead ship of what will 
eventually be 
            three vessels in the L-20 pocket battleship program.  At the time of 
its 



            launch, Keth Ke Se was the most expensive starship ever to enter 
Imperial 
            service - a record eventually broken by the Kar'hamer. (FASA 
modified) <GKF> 
 
            Construction begins on K'pliahk, the first dedicated Klingon fleet 
            shuttlecarrier design. (SFC modifed) <GKF> 
 
1649  2274  The Torana Conflict breaks out between the Klingons and the Romulans 
when 
            negotiations break down in a dispute over two border worlds.  Most 
of the 
            Klingon capital ships in the area are destroyed or crippled within 
months 
            by a sucessful Romulan offensive, almost overwhelming the nearby 
Graltha 
            Shipyard.  The modular design of the new pIH class frigate allows it 
to 
            be both repaired quickly and built in record numbers, helping to 
partially 
            offset capital ship losses.  This sudden swelling of frigates will 
help 
            slow the Romulan offensive, allowing Klingon reinforcements to turn 
the 
            tide of battle later in the year and force a Romulan retreat. (KA) 
 
            The first reconfigured S-11 class gunboat enters Imperial service.  
Its main 
            purpose is as a testbed for the up-and-coming B'rel class. (FASA 
modified) 
 
            Admiral Kanieda begins his legendary search-and-destroy mission 
against 
            Romulan forces operating within the Triangle. (FASA) 
 
            All contact with the three ships of Operation Dixie is lost. (FASA) 
 
            Disgusted at the constant delays in the B-10 battleship program, 
Cancellor 
            Lotar yanks Vekah Shipyard's construction contract this year.  He 
orders the 
            two partially completed hulls (Kar'harmer, Ribursli) towed to the 
Imperial 
            fleet facility at Mastocal for finishing.  Kar'hamer is 75% complete 
and 
            will be the easiest to finish, while completion of Ribursli is 
problematic 
            at 45% completion.  The other four, which are little more than half-
finished 
            space frames, are to be scrapped. (SFB/SFC modified) <GKF> 
 
            The C-5 Kuyper class dreadnought enters service. <GKF, SFH, Jak> 
 
            The ChenwI'Duj Shipyards are awarded a contract for construction of 
a new 



            type of dreadnought, tentatively designated C-7.  It will be 
suspended within 
            a few years due to perceived lack of need (given the C-5 and C-8 
programs); 
            however, it is never officially cancelled. <GKF> 
 
c1650 c2275 The resolution of the Torana Conflict finds the Klingons and 
Romulans both 
            agreeing to take one each of the two border systems in dispute, thus 
bringing 
            an end to the fighting.  It is considered an honorable resolution by 
the 
            Klingons, given their staggering losses at the onset of the 
conflict. (KA) 
 
            Most starship experts agree that the Drell line of Klingon 
battlecruiser 
            designs hits its peak during this era with the D-8 K't'inga. <GKF> 
 
            The Kragg Dor, protoype for the up-and-coming K'herr class 
dreadnought, 
            enters Imperial service. <GKF> 
 
            The D-10 heavy cruiser Molkatha is removed from service for 
exclusive use 
            as an experimental weapons and systems testbed.  It will be heavily 
modifed 
            in various ways and for various purposes for the remainder of its 
service life. 
            <GKF, per OutaLance Shipyards> 
 
1650  2275  The final refit for the aged qaÆHoS class light cruisers takes 
place. 
            This brings them up to current fleet standards and adds cloaking 
device 
            technology. (KA) 
 
            The Federation and Gorn sign the Frontier Accord, bringing a new 
player into 
            Starfleet actions against the Klingons. (FASA modified) 
 
            IKS B'rel, the first "homebuilt" Klingon Bird-of-Prey (escort class) 
is 
            launched.  It will undergo extensive space trials over the next two 
years 
            while its design is analyzed and further refined. (KA) 
 
            The Class of 1650 is the first to graduate from the Klingon Academy.  
It has 
            only six members. (KA) 
 
            Dr. Emmanuel Tragore, the Federation's first ambassador to the 
Klingon Empire, 
            dies at the age of 120. (FR modified) 
 



            Starfleet has its last combat encounter with a Jul'kar class 
starship. <GKF> 
 
            For almost every major Klingon ship-of-the-line class built prior to 
this 
            year, there also exists at least one carrier conversion.  The only 
exception 
            are fleet escorts and smaller classes, due to the small sizes of 
their hulls. 
            The most popular hulls for carrier conversions were the D-6 Raxor 
and the 
            F-5 Kuve.  (SFB/SFC modified) <GKF> 
  
1651  2276  Master shipbuilder Hogh Batlh of House BirokÆken finalizes the 
design for 
            the qey lis Betleth (Sword of Kahless) class battleship. (KA) 
 
            The introduction of larger and more powerful dedicated Federation 
shuttle 
            carrier designs prompts the Empire into considering its own as well. 
<fanon> 
 
            THE FINAL REFLECTION, a novel based on the memoirs of the late Dr. 
Emmanuel 
            Tragore, is published.  It provides a rare insight into the 
relationship 
            between the Federation and the Klingon Empire during the early 23rd 
century. 
            (FR modified). 
 
1652  2277  The B'rel class escort officially enters Imperial service. (KA) 
 
            The C-8 K'herr class dreadnought enters Imperial service. (SFB 
modified) 
 
            The first rebuilding of the D-10 Molkatha takes place.  The main 
purpose is 
            to test the Empire's first operational assault disruptor system. 
            <GKF, per OutaLance Shipyards> 
 
1653  2278  A Klingon battlecruiser under the command of Captain Kozara is 
thwarted in its 
            attempt to destroy Starbase 12 by the Federation starship Bozeman, 
under the 
            command of Captain Morgan Bateson.  The Bozeman subsequently 
disappears without 
            a trace within the Typhon Expanse and Kozara is chased out of 
Federation space 
            by the famed starship Enterprise.  The Klingon High Command will 
credit Kozara 
            with the Bozeman's destruction in an effort to hide their 
humiliation. 
            (TNG novel SHIP OF THE LINE) 
 



            An attempt to ambush the Starfleet frigate Monsoon within the 
Triangle ends 
            in defeat for a Klingon K-23 squadron.  One destroyer is disabled 
and forced 
            to self destruct (taking out a two Starfleet Marine boarding 
parties) and 
            other three forced to withdraw due to the Monsoon's superior battle 
tactics. 
            (FASA) 
 
            Keeping his promise to General Chang, Colonel Poktarl relinquishes 
command of 
            the rapHogh and accepts a posting as an instructor at the Klingon 
Academy. (KR) 
 
            K'mak begins his Imperial military career as an officer aboard the 
pilmoH in 
            relative obscurity.  Shortly thereafter he is transferred to the 
ram'a' as 
            a gunnery officer, which is on patrol along the contested Tholian 
border. (KA) 
 
            The C-8 K'herr class dreadnought enters Imperial service.  At the 
time of its 
            debut it is the most powerful starship under active commission in 
any of the 
            fleets of the known interstellar powers.  It even outclasses 
Starfleet's new 
            Enterprise class starships.  The debut of the K'herr is one of the 
main factors 
            in initiating Starfleet's Excelsior program. (SFB/SFC modifed) <GKF> 
 
            By this date all of the old Jul'kar class starships have been 
removed from 
            Imperial serivce and relegated to House fleets.  They are also 
downgraded in 
            classification from battleships to dreadnoughts, given the 
introduction of more 
            powerful warship classes in fleet service. <GKF> 
 
1654  2279  The K'termeny class heavy destroyer enters Imperial service. <FRS> 
 
            K'mak is accepted in the Klingon Academy Class of 1656 based on 
General Chang's 
            personal recommendation. (KA) 
 
            The IKS Kar'hamer, lone ship of its class of Klingon battleships (B-
10), is 
            finally launched after almost two decades in construction.  Readings 
by a 
            Starfleet surveillance drone note the presence of large voids within 
its hull. 
            At the time these are interpreted as cargo holds.  It is not until 
years later 



            that Starfleet Intelligence learns these are uncompleted sections of 
the ship, 
            hidden by hull and deck plating in order to hide their unfinished 
state. 
            (SFB/SFC modified, KA modified) <GKF> 
 
            Virkon, the second vessel in House Kinzan's L-20 pocket battleship 
program, 
            is commissioned.  It is built to a slightly modified design, with 
the most 
            obvious change being a large, through-deck shuttlecraft bay mounted 
centerline 
            on the keel of its secondary hull. (FASA modifed) <GKF> 
 
1655  2280  Colonel GaltÆnaH comes up with the design for the Qud (Insurrection) 
class 
            destroyer after discovering a tactical weakness, i.e. not enough 
good ômiddleö 
            classes of starships between the qaÆHoS and the Bird-of-Prey, in the 
current 
            Klingon Order of Battle at that time.  The design is optimized for 
the two 
            primary roles of a destroyer:  long-range search-and-destroy, and 
heavy convoy 
            escort.  Galt'naH has to resort to subterfuge in order for his 
design to 
            win approval from the High Council. (KA modified) 
 
            The tegh poquet Crisis is the last test of Klingon resolve by the 
Tholians 
            in living memory. (KA) 
 
            K'ama is forced to assume command of the ram'a' during the tech 
poquet crisis 
            when a hit on the ship's bridge kills the captain and First Officer.  
K'ama is 
            the senior officer present, as the Second Officer had been 
overseeing damage 
            control in another part of the ship and falling debris had 
temporarily blocked 
            his return to the bridge.  By the time the Second Officer finally 
made his 
            through the blockaga K'ama had already crippled the Tholian cruiser 
that had 
            attacked the ram'a'.  K'ama then relinquished command and returned 
to his post 
            while the Tholian vessel retreated.  For his actions K'ama was 
awarde the Token 
            of the Mek'leth, one of the highest decorations that can be given to 
a junior 
            officer.  This action is what sparks General Chang's interest in the 
young 
            K'ama. (KA) 
 



            Master starship designer Jogh Kenka begins the Vodleh project.  He 
and his 
            team finalize, simulator-test, and submit the completed design for 
approval 
            all within the short span of two months.  It is one of the most 
impressive 
            Klingon starship design accomplishments on record. (KA)    
 
            Construction begins on the Vodleh prototype at the ChenwlÆ Duj 
Yards, a 
            massive spaceyard complex orbiting QoÆnos in opposition to its 
primary moon 
            of Praxis. (KA)   
 
            The lead ship of the pumwl (Accuser) class dreadnoughts enters 
service.  Its 
            first assignment is to the volitale Tholian border. (KA)  
 
            Two months after assuming station on the Tholian border, the IKS 
pumwl and 
            its escorts engages a Tholian task force attempting to plunder the 
Thaleris 
            asteroid belt of dilithium and other valuable raw resources.  
Victory goes to 
            the Klingons with only minimal losses. (KA)  
 
            Three months after the Battle of Thaleris, the pumwl is lost in an 
ion storm 
            with all hands. (KA)   
 
            The K'pliahk, the Empire's first full-fledged fleet shuttlecarrier, 
enters 
            service.  It will remain the lone ship of its type. (SFC) <GKF> 
 
1656  2281  K'mak graduates first in his class from the Klingon Academy.  He is 
immediately 
            advanced to the rank of full captain despite his junior officer 
status.  Such 
            rapid promtions are apparently not uncommon for Klingon Academy 
graduates. (KA) 
 
            Thok Mak enters Imperial service as a junior officer aboard the 
training ship 
            ghuv.  He soon displays a talent for organization and leadership 
that quickly 
            earns him a posting as ship's First Officer. (KA) 
 
            House Kinzan backfits Keth Ke Se with a ventral shuttle bay similar 
to that of 
            its sister ship Virkon. (FASA modified) <GKF> 
 
            An order to build four more K'pliahks is cancelled due to massive 
cost overruns 
            on the lead ship of the class.  No more will ever be built, as the 
Empire will 



            switch to the less costly Hajwe'. (SFC modified) <GKF> 
 
1657  2282  The Qabjech Expeditionary Fleet is launched.  Its aim is to expand 
the Empire's 
            holdings near the galactic rim in the Beta Quadrant.  The four-year 
mission is 
            marked by numerous conflicts and two major engagements each with the 
Romulans 
            and Sha'kurian. 
 
1658  2283  The prototype for the Vodleh class dreadnoughts is completed by the 
            ChenwlÆ Duj Yards and undergoes space trials.  The Klingon High 
Command is 
            so impressed with the design that it immediately grants a full class 
            construction contract to the ChenwlÆ Duj Yards. (KA) 
 
            The first of the Qud class destroyers enters Imperial service. (KA) 
 
            Star Fleet discovers that the Organians have "simply disappeared."  
They decide 
            to keep the information classified, in the fear that the Klingons 
will quickly 
            provoke an interstellar war should they find out. (SFC) 
 
            The first D-10 with a modified Sivista-style command boom is spotted 
operating 
            along the Treaty Zone. (FASA) 
 
1659  2284  It is around this time that the lead ship for the Vodleh class 
begins 
            construction. (KA)   
 
            The Qabjech Expeditionary Fleet makes first contact with the 
ShaÆkurian 
            Duchies.  Hostilities between the ShaÆkurian and Klingons break out 
            immediately as a result. (KA) 
 
c1660 c2285 The "Sabre Bear" class cargo tug enters service. (KA) 
 
            The D'k'tagh class shuttlecraft enters service (KA) 
            (NOTE:  No date is given; event is keyed to the appearance of other 
craft 
            of its design generation around this time.) 
 
1660  2285  The lead ship of the qey lis Betleth class battleships is launched 
from the 
            Imperial shipyards at Klinzhai.  It enters service as the flagship 
of the 
            Home Fleet, which protects the Klingon home systems. (KA) 
 
            Dahar Master Kor serves as commander of the orghenya Hegh Assault 
Fleet in 
            the ghoch seH Campaign against the Gorn.  It is he who notices the 
tactical 



            brilliance of Lieutenant Thok Mak, who at the time is serving as an 
aide to 
            his commander, Captain qu'eygh, during campaign strategy sessions.  
It is also 
            Kor who eventually grants Thok Mak permission to conduct the 
strategy sessions 
            and formulate a response to potential Gorn ground actions.  Thok 
Mak's plan 
            resulted in both a swift victory several hours later and a personal 
            recommendation by Kor to the Klingon Academy.  Thok Mak will be the 
youngest 
            Klingon officer to attend the Academy since its founding. (KA) 
 
            The Genesis Incident marks the first time that a B'rel class escort 
is both 
            discovered operating inside Federation space ... and captured by 
Starfleet. 
            The only survivor of its crew, Maltz, elects to remain in captivity 
rather 
            than face certain execution upon returning to the Empire.  He will 
reveal 
            no secrets; however, he will lend his aid in helping Federation 
linguists 
            to extend their knowledge of tHlingan hol, his native Klingon 
dialect. 
            (KA, ST2, ST3, Okrand) 
 
1661  2286  The Whalesong Crisis takes place "early" in this year.  One positive 
note 
            for the Empire is that the event proves the B'rel spaceframe is 
capable of 
            withstanding warp speeds higher than previously thought possible.  
This 
            will result in future B'rels being built with more powerful warp 
engines. 
            (KA, STIV)  
 
            The second major round of hostilities with the ShaÆkurian Dutches 
takes 
            place, directed mainly against the Qabjech Expeditionary Fleet. (KA) 
 
            The Vodleh (Emperor) class dreadnought enters service approximately 
mid-year.                   Construction will continue from this point forward, 
with four being launched 
            every six months from the ChenwlÆ Duj Yards, the sole contractor for 
the 
            class. (KA) 
 
            The Qabjech Expeditionary Fleet, its numbers considerably reduced, 
makes a 
            triumphal return to the Klingon home systems.  It is considered a 
success, 
            having added a sizeable number of systems to the Empire, bringing in 
many 



            needed resources, and alerting the High Council to the potential 
threat posed 
            by the Sha'kurian.  Captain K'mak is largely given credit for the 
success of 
            of the Qabjech Fleet, promoted to Brigader, and offered a posting as 
instructor 
            at the Klingon Academy, where he was still stationed as of 2293. 
(KA) 
 
            Late in the year, the disappearance of the Organians is publically 
exposed. 
            This brings about an undeclared three-year border war between 
Federation 
            and Klingon forces.  This will become known as the Organian 
Conflict, even 
            though the Organians themselves are not involved. (SFC) 
 
c1662 c2287 A major corruption scandal forces Chancellor Lorak to revoke the 
construction 
            contract for the third qey lis Betleth class battleship of the 
ChenwlÆ Duj 
            Yards.  The scandal also costs its owner, House YokÆtu, its seat on 
the High 
            Council.  Chancellor Lorak orders the incomplete vessel, woÆ Hubwl, 
to be 
            towed to Klinzhai for completion. (KA) 
 
            Civil war breaks out within the empire as first Kalgor and then his 
half- 
            brother Melkor attempt to claim the chancellorship after the death 
of Lorak. 
            Lorak's supporters line up behind Gorkon, Lorak's heir apparent. 
(KA) 
 
1662  2287  The Qui'Tu Incident takes place "a little over a year later" after 
the 
            Whalesong Crisis, involving an attempt by a B'rel class escort under 
the 
            command of Captain Klaa to seek out and destroy the newly relaunched 
            starship Enterprise (NCC-1701-A).  Klaa's efforts come to naught 
when 
            General Koord, the Klingon ambassador to the planet Nimbus, removes 
Klaa 
            from command for reckless behavior.  Klaa will be dismissed in 
disgrace from 
            Imperial service and will wind working as a lowly clerk at the 
Imperial 
            Court on Qo'nos. (KA, STV) 
 
            Gorkon, with the support of General Chang, succeeds Lorak as 
Chancellor of the 
            Klingon Empire, thus ending the civil war. 
            (KA, TOS novel #97 - IN THE NAME OF HONOR) 
 



            Thok Mak graduates from the Klingon Academy.  His strategic skill so 
impresses 
            General Chang that he is offered an instructor posting immediately 
upon 
            graduation.  It is the first - and to date the only - time that such 
a posting 
            has been offered to a junior officer graduating from the Academy.  
Thok Mak 
            accepts, and will still be a Klingon Academy instructor as of 2293. 
(KA) 
 
            The L-20 Komo Val class pocket battleship, the most successful of 
its type up 
            to this time (in terms of overall service record and number of hulls 
built), 
            enters Imperial service. (FASA modified) <GKF> 
 
            The ChenwI'Duj Shipyards are officially banned from all future 
starship 
            construction contracts by the High Council due to widespread graft 
and 
            corruption.  The ban does not apply to existing contracts, thus 
allowing 
            ChenwI'Duj to complete its outstanding orders.  Unnoticed at this 
time is 
            a suspended dreadnought contract -- one that will eventually be 
reappropriated 
            for the chetvI'na heavy cruiser program. <GKF> 
 
1663  2288  The qey lis Betleth class battleship yejquv ghop (Hand of the High 
Council) 
            is launched from the Imperial shipyards at Klinzhai.  It enters 
service as 
            the flagship of the Neutral Zone Deep Space Patrol fleet, which is 
stationed 
            along the border with the Federation. (KA) 
 
            The battlecruiser T'Ong is launched on a long term, top secret 
mission, during 
            which its crew will remain in stasis most of the time.  The T'Ong's 
mission 
            is expected to take several decades to complete. (TNG) 
 
            Ribursli, a Klingon fleet shuttlecarrier converted from an 
unfinished B-10 
            battleship hull, enters service. (SFB/SFC modified) <GKF> 
 
1664  2289  The Organian Conflict is brought to an end by the return of the 
Organians 
            themselves, with a battlefleet of the Interstellar Concordium (ISC) 
in tow. 
            The Organians have asked the ISC to intervene on their behalf and 
force 
            peace between the Federation and Klingon Empires.  The ISC 
misinterprets 



            their mission as forcing peace on all parties the region, including 
the 
            Romulans, Gorn, and other major interstellar players.  This marks 
the 
            beginning of the War of Pacification. (SFC II modified) 
 
            In the meantime, Federation negotiator Curzon Dax successfully 
conducts 
            difficult negotiations with Klingon fleet commander Kang at the 
Korvat Colony. 
            Dax will earn Kang's friendship -- an unusual accomplishment for its 
day. 
            (DS9 "Blood Oath") 
 
            A new type of carrier pod enters Imperial service.  These 
"bobcho'Dub" (tH. 
            "carrier upgrade module") are designed as shuttlebays that can be 
fitted to 
            the underside of existing starship hulls with a minimum of yard 
time.  This 
            allows for speedy carrier conversions of existing hulls, as opposed 
to laying 
            up a given starship for months for an internal carrier conversion.  
The idea 
            for the design is generally credited to a starship engineer named 
Qtugh at the 
            Imperial fleet facility of Mastocal.  To be fair, though, House 
Kinzan may 
            deserve true credit for an earlier effort involving their Keth Ke Se 
class 
            pocket battleships. <GKF> 
 
1665  2290  The major powers of known space form a temporary alliance for the 
common good 
            and successfully repulse the ISC.  The frustrated Organians withdraw 
to their 
            homeworld, deciding to never again intervene with galactic affairs 
in so direct 
            a manner. (SFC II modified) 
 
            A Klingon renegade known only as the Albino and his followers 
assasinates the 
            firstborn sons of three notable Klingon leaders - Kang, Koloth, and 
Kor - who 
            have joined forces to hunt him down.  The three of them, along with 
Federation 
            negotiator Curzon Dax (a trusted friend) swear a Klingon blood oath 
to hunt 
            down and kill the Albino no matter how long it takes. (DS9 "Blood 
Oath") 
 
            The prototype assault disruptor is finally removed from the 
Molkatha. 
            <GKF, per OutaLance Shipyards> 
 



1666  2291  The ISC are beaten back to the fringes of the galaxy from whence 
they came. 
            The Klingon Empire seizes the opportunity to strike at the weakened 
Federation, 
            who had bore the brunt of the war against the ISC.  The Gorn 
intervene on 
            the Federation's behalf.  This incident markst the beginning of a 
two-year 
            long conflict later known as the General War, since it involves 
every major and 
            most of the minor powers in known interstellar space. (SFC II 
modified) 
 
1667  2292  The Romulans are found to have supported the Klingon offensive of 
2291 and 
            are struck a retaliatory blow by the Gorn Hegemony.  Melkor, the 
leader of 
            the Klingon civil war of 2287, is killed when his base of operations 
becomes 
            the target of a successful Romulan offensive.  The chancellorship of 
Gorkon 
            is thus reaffirmed.  Gorkon immediately negotiates a cease-fire and 
armistice 
            with the Gorn, thus enhancing his own personal prestige. (KA, SFC II 
modified) 
 
            The Federation battleship Yamato and part of her fleet, believed 
lost at the 
            edge of the galaxy during the anti-ISC campaign of 2291, return to 
known space 
            along with their new allies, commander Nortene and the ISC 
survivors.  Both 
            warn of an impending Neo-Tholian invasion of the Milky Way galaxy.  
Banding 
            together in a joint alliance and both resupplied and reinforced by 
the 
            Federation, Nortene and the Yamato fleet discover an interspatial 
rift and 
            launch a pre-emptive offensive against the Neo-Tholians.  The 
offensive ends 
            once alliance forces are able to successfully close the rift, 
forever ending 
            the Neo-Tholian threat. (KA, SFC II modified) 
 
            By this date all of the surviving Jul'kar class starships are 
serving with 
            Lesser House fleets.  They were replaced by the more modern 
SuvwI'QeH and 
            (in some cases) bet'leH class starships in Greater House fleets. 
<GKF> 
 
            The C-7 chetvI'na class heavy cruiser is launched. (SFB/SFC/D9TM 
modified) 
 



c1678 c2293 The Klingon High Command begins serious consideration of a new large 
fleet 
            shuttlecarrier class along the lines of Ribursli, as opposed to the 
earlier 
            K'pliahk.  This effort will be interrupted by the Praxis Event and 
nothing 
            will ever come of it. <GKF> 
 
1678  2293  The Tholians end 200 years of self-imposed isolation, send their 
first 
            ambassadors to the Federation and the Gorn Hegemony.  This is in 
recognition 
            of their intervention against the Neo-Tholians on their behalf. 
            (SFC II modified) 
 
            Having done his duty.  Commander Nortene returns to the last 
remaining ISC 
            fleet in known space and says his farewells to his Federation and 
Gorn allies. 
            He departs with his ships for home space, thousands of light-years 
away, and 
            is never seen again. (SFC II modified) 
 
            The qey lis Betleth class battleship woÆ Hubwl (Defender of the 
Empire) 
            is launched from the Imperial shipyards at Klinzhai.  It enters 
service as 
            the flagship of the Romulan Deep Space Patrol fleet, which is 
stationed 
            along the border with the Romulans.  It replaces the older 
battleship 
            Kar'hamer, which is reassigned as flagship of the Kinshaya Border 
Deep 
            Space Fleet. (KA) <GKF> 
 
            The reassignment of Kar'harmer will provide several opportunities 
over the 
            next decade for Mastocal to finish work on the ship - work that was 
left 
            uncompleted during its hurried 2279 launch.  According to rumor, the 
ship 
            was launched in incomplete form in order to prevent the heads of 
Mastocal's 
            lead engineers from rolling on the orders of then-Chancellor Lotar. 
<GKF> 
 
            By this time the Klingon Academy accepts three hundred warriors per 
term, with 
            only 5% suriviving the program to graduate by its end.  As with the 
original 
            class a select few will be chosen to continue serving the Academy as 
new 
            instructors while the other graduates return to fleet duties. (KA) 
 



            By this year the size of the Klingon fleet has expanded by 35%.  
This is part 
            of a long-term build-up for a planned war with the Federation. <GKF> 
 
            Praxis, the primary moon of Qo'nos, explodes due to expanded Klingon 
magma 
            mining activites.  The explosion sends debris hurtling through the 
Klingon 
            home systems, wreaking havoc and destruction in a compound chain-
reaction 
            series of interstellar events as it goes.  Among its many effects is 
the 
            wrecking of the atmosphere and ecosystem of Qo'nos.  Best estimates 
give the 
            planet at most 50 years before its surface will no longer be able to 
support 
            life. (STVI) 
 
            "It has been estimated that the Empire lost 85% of its starship 
building 
            capacity, 73% of its repair and upgrade capability, and almost 64% 
of its 
            starship support services infrastructure as a direct result of the 
Praxis 
            explosion." <GKF> 
 
            "Only 16 of the 30 voDIeHs ordered had entered service by the time 
of the 
            Praxis explosion in 2293.  Three hulls in varying stages of 
construction were 
            destroyed ... while a fourth [Kolor] miraculously survived without 
major harm." 
            <GKF> 
 
            The B-12 battleship fuQ'yn hg'Lhi is one of the few starships to 
survive the 
            wreck of the Klinzhai Shipyards during the Praxis Event.  Its sheer 
size 
            guaranteed its survival, although in a badly damaged state.  The 
Klingons 
            will eventually decide to repair the damage, rebuild its dock, and 
continue 
            work on the vessel.  It will be the last B-12 ever built. <GKF> 
 
            The Hajwe' fleet shuttlecarrier program is suspended due to the 
Praxis Event. 
            At least 7 more hulls exist in varying stages of construction, 
although their 
            condition with regards to the Event remains unknown. <GKF> 
 
            Two C-7 class heavy cruisers under construction at ChenwI'Duj are 
smashed to 
            pieces in their spacedocks by flying debris from the Praxis Event. 
<GKF> 
 



            The Praxis Event marks the imminent end of the D-10 program.  Only 
112 of the 
            planned 455 hulls had been built by this point.  Most orders are 
cancelled, with 
            the few that remain shifted to Z'hai. <GKF> 
 
            Chancellor Gorkon makes the unprecedented move of appealing to the 
Federation 
            for assistance in dealing with the Praxis explosion.  This effort 
will result 
            in Gorkon's assassination; however, the end result will be the 
Khitomer 
            Accords - the first peace treaty with the Federation since they 
became known 
            to the Klingons.  It is too bitter a pill for many Klingons to 
swallow, and 
            General Chang (the mastermind behind the assassination) dies in a 
vain effort 
            to prevent the Khitomer Accords from being approved.  This also 
results in 
            Gorkon's daughter Azetbur being appointed to the office of 
Chancellor.  She 
            will be the only Klingon female in the Empire's long history ever to 
hold this 
            rank. (STVI) 
 
            Yet another of the side effects of the Praxis explosion is major 
cutbacks in 
            Klingon military spending and shipbuilding programs.  This is a 
direct result 
            of almost all of the home systems' major shipyards either being 
destroyed or 
            badly wrecked from the explosion. (STE, implied by ST VI) 
 
            Following the signing of the Khitomer Accords, the Romulans again 
retreat into 
            self-imposed isolation for the time being. (ST VI) 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Events beyond the scope of my preference (but provided for fans anyway) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
IR    GC    Event (and reference) 
----- ----- --------------------------------------------------------------------
---------  
c1679 c2293 There is a second Khitomer Conference, either following immediately 
on the 
            heels of the first or taking place some months later (the sources 
are unclear 
            on the matter).  It is at this conference that the Khitomer Accords 
are 
            signed.  The immediate effect is the dismantling of the Treaty Zone 
between 
            the Federation and the Klingon Empire.  It is the first step towards 
a formal 



            alliance, although the path ahead is rocky and many obstacles 
remain. 
            (TNG "Yesterday's Enterprise," "Unification") 
 
            The Klingons are forced to dismantle their second battleship-sized 
spacedock, 
            which was under construction at Kodal, in order to repair the main 
dock at 
            the Klinzhai Shipyards, which was badly damaged during the Praxis 
Event.  This 
            leaves the Imperial fleet base at Mastocal with the only spacedock 
large 
            enough to accommodate a Klingon battleship outside the Klingon inner 
systems. 
            <GKF> 
 
            According to unconfirmed reports, a third L-20 pocket battleship is 
ordered by 
            the Klingon Empire to replace the lost Q'o'nos One, flagship of the 
fleet.  This 
            new L-20 is unofficially dubbed "Kronos Two" by Starfleet 
Intelligence. <GKF> 
 
1681  2295  Word reaches the Klingons that the Romulan government has collapsed, 
and a 
            fierce civil war is being fought between rival factions.  This 
apparently has 
            something to do with the exposure of Romulan involvement in the 
assassination 
            of Klingon Chancellor Gorkon in 2293.  The Klingons are in no 
position to take 
            advantage of this due to the Praxis Event; thus, a great opportunity 
to deal 
            the Romulans a possibly fatal blow must be allowed to slip by. 
(FASA, ST6) 
 
            Needing a vent for their frustration, the Klingons conquer the Far 
Side 
            Krebitz.  A small buffer state between the Klingons and the Mirak 
that has 
            played the empires off of each other for decades, the conquest is 
well within 
            even the depleted means of the Empire.  To the Krebitz this will be 
known as 
            "the War of Annhiliation." (SFB modified) 
 
            An apparent misunderstanding results in the Battle of Gamma Amar IV, 
in which 
            the Klingons soundly rout Federation forces.  This event also helps 
bolster 
            Klingon pride, given the missed opportunity with the Romulans. (TNG 
novel #33) 
 
            Both the Klingons and the Federation receive a surprise visit from 
the 



            Organians, who praise their first steps towards the very friendship 
and 
            alliance they predicted years before. (SFB & SFC modified) 
 
1684  2296  The K'termeny class heavy destroyer program is cancelled - a victim 
of the 
            post-Praxis cutbacks in Imperial fleet strength. <Dxn> 
 
            A proposal to use the uncompleted dreadnought Kolor as the basis for 
building 
            a new class of starships is submitted to the Klingon High command.  
Kolor's 
            incomplete hull is to be converted to the class prototype.  Kolor 
has 
            languished at 65% completion, with all work stopped, ever since the 
Praxis 
            Event years before. <GKF> 
 
1685  2297  A Klingon expedition makes contact with Ventax II. (TNG 187) 
 
1696  2298  The Andromedans attempt an armed invasion of the known portions of 
the Milky 
            Way galaxy.  Their main fleet makes it as far as Lyran space before 
it is 
            stopped, although individual ships (and a few squadrons) manage 
deeper 
            penetrations. (SFB) 
 
            The fourth Klingon battleship, which is still incomplete, is 
sacrificed in 
            a successful attempt to repel an Andromedan attack on Q'o'nos. (SFB 
modified) 
 
            The K'teremny program is rebooted to help deal with the Andromedan 
threat. 
            It represents the best all-around choice for a combat starship in 
terms of 
            performance, cost, and build time given the circumstances. 
            <Dxn modified> 
 
            The Klingon High Council abruptly terminates its remaining orders 
for more 
            D-10 heavy cruisers.  Their high cost, in light of the reprecussions 
from the 
            Praxis Event, is the main reason behind this move. <GKF> 
 
1697  2299  The Klingon heavy carrier Ribursli, converted from a B-10 frame, is 
converted 
            to a space control ship.  Now equipped with multiple stasis field 
generators, 
            Ribursli proves to be effective in repeated encounters with 
Andromedan forces. 
            (GKF, SFB modified) 
 



            A fleetwide weapons and engine upgrade of the L-24 class pocket 
battleships 
            begins this year.  Also spotted around this time is the "torpedo 
cruiser" 
            variant, sacrificing the amidships disruptor battery and troop 
barracks for 
            four additional photon torpedo systems and a third centerline warp 
engine. 
            Many starship experts theorize that the rest of the L-24s will 
eventually be 
            refitted to this configuration in the years to come. <GKF> 
 
1698  2300  "Twenty years of war and twenty more of harrassment" break out 
between the 
            Klingon Empire and the Hidran Congress - not to be confused with the 
Hydrans. 
            (TNG novel #31) 
 
            The 106th Edition of GUIDE TO THE KLINGON FLEET is published. <GKF> 
 
            "The year 2300 still finds the Imperial Klingon fleet a force to be 
reckoned 
            with ... [but] the one thing it lacks - indeed, the one thing that 
always made 
            it the terror of the stars - is the ability to double its numbers 
within a 
            decade." <GKF> 
 
1699  2301  This was a particularly good year for Klingon bloodwine, according 
to Chief 
            Miles O'Brien. (DS9 551) 
 
1700  2302  The burden of combat borne by the Klingons against the Andromedans 
is lessened 
            this year when their foe launches a surprise attack on the 
Federation.  This 
            brings the powerful F                                                                
1685  2310  A new, somewhat larger, and more powerful version of the KÆtÆinga 
class 
            battlecruiser is slated to begin production on this date as a 
replacement 
            for the original model. (KA) 
            (NOTE:  This is the chetvI'na in GKF) 
 
1686  2311  The Tomed Incident marks the beginning of an extended period of 
Romulan 
            isolationism that will last well into the 24th century. (TNG 126, V 
107) 
 
1709  2344  The Narendra III Massacre. (TNG 163 & 201, TOS novel VULCAN'S HEART) 
 
1710  2345  The Khitomer Accords formalize the new Federation-Klingon Alliance.  
One of 
            the side protocols will outlaw the use of isolithic subspace weapons 
and the 



            use of mind sifters. 
            (ST 6, ST 9, DSN 513, DeCandio's "The Brave and the Bold" novel #2) 
 
1711  2346  The Khitomer Massacre. (TNG) 
 
1726  2361  The original type D-12 B'rel class escort is retired due to a 
defective plasma 
            coil. (TNG) 
 
1732  2367  A human, Jean-Luc Picard, serves as arbiter of succession for the 
appointment 
            of Gorkon to the office of Chancellor of the Empire.  This marks the 
first time 
            in Klingon history that a human has served in this role. (TNG) 
 
1733  2368  The Empire is plunged into civil war as Duras, a failed contender 
for the 
            Chancellor's office, attempts to seize political control by force of 
arms. 
            (TNG) 
 
1734  2369  Kahless returns from Sto-vo-Kor on the planet Boreth, just as he 
claimed he 
            would.  He is crowned Emperor of the Klingon Empire, the first in 
millennia. 
            In truth he is a religious figurehead, a clone created by the monks 
of Boreth 
            with Chancellor Gowron being the real power behind the throne.  He 
does not 
            object to his role, since it helps reunite the people he so loves 
after a 
            bloody civil war. (TNG) 
 
            With the return of Kahless the House of Riskadh is restored. 
(implied by FASA) 
 
1751  2386  The Klingon Empire finally dissolves.  It breaks up into a group of 
affiliated, 
            albeit independent powers led by the major Houses of the former 
Empire.  Former 
            General Martok, a hero of the Dominon War, is killed during this 
process and 
            branded a traitor. 
            (? - from Washburn, who says he got it from the Enterprise History 
website) 


